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Raising the bar

This month marks something 
of a milestone in ACCA’s 
history as it announces 
signifi cant innovations to its 
qualifi cation. 

Formally launched on 10 October, ACCA’s enhanced 
qualifi cation aims to address the changing needs of a rapidly 
evolving business environment and professional landscape. 
The ground-breaking design for the fi nal level of the ACCA 
Qualifi cation is the latest in a number of innovations that ACCA 
has delivered over the past two years as it seeks to ensure the 
qualifi cation remains as relevant and of as high a quality as 
possible. Read more on page 16. 

We are also very excited to give members a sneak preview 
of the fi ndings of ACCA’s soon-to-be-launched survey into 
attitudes of the next generation of professional accountants. 
The Generation Next survey received a huge response, with just 
under 19,000 ACCA students and members from 150 countries, 
aged between 16 and 36, letting us know their hopes and 
expectations for their careers, including what attracted them to 
accountancy, how they see their career progression, how they 

view their remuneration and the potential impact of technology. 
You can see the results and fi nd out what this might mean in the 
future for employers on page 12.

The European Commission’s decision declaring that Apple’s 
tax ruling with Ireland amounts to illegal state aid, and calling 
for the return of €13bn in back taxes, has aroused strong 
feelings. Columnist Peter Williams unpicks the issues on page 
31, while our feature on page 28 sets out the background.

While multinationals have brought a lot to Ireland, the 
contribution made by family-owned businesses is also signifi cant. 
We look at how accountants can help successive generations 
retain and build on that tradition in our feature on page 60.

We also have a profi le of Brian McEnery, as he takes on the role 
of ACCA president. On page 64 we look at his career in Ireland, 
while on page 30 he discusses his vision for his year in offi ce. 

Pat Sweet, Ireland editor, pat.sweet@accaglobal.com

* Thank you to everyone who participated in the Generation 
Next survey, including those of you who also sent in selfi es, 
some of which we have featured on this month’s cover.
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AB Direct
Sign up for our weekly news and 
technical bulletins at 
accaglobal.com/ab

Accountancy Futures
View our twice-yearly research and 
insights journal including discussion 
on key themes facing fi nancial 
professionals at
accaglobal.com/futuresjournal

Student Accountant
Access the magazine for 
ACCA Qualifi cation and 
Foundation-level students at 
accaglobal.com/studentaccountant

Member benefits
To learn more about the 
benefits of ACCA membership, visit 
accaglobal.com/memberbenefi ts  

ACCA Careers
Search thousands of vacancies and 
sign up for customised job alerts at 
our jobs site
accacareers.com/

Channels and media

Accounting and Business is more 
than just a magazine. You can read 
us, follow us and engage with us – 
and in more ways than one. 

AB hub
See our new AB hub at 
accaglobal.com/ab 

AB app
Download from iTunes App Store, 
Google Play or via the AB hub

AB digital archive
The latest issue and an 
archive of issues stretching back 
to 2009

Twitter
Accounting and Business tweets 
at @ACCA_ABmagazine 

Videos and podcasts
Look for links in the magazine or 
go to accaglobal.com/ab

Webinars
On a raft of topical issues

Accounting 
and Business
The leading monthly magazine for 
fi nance professionals, available in six 
different versions: China, International, 
Ireland, Malaysia, Singapore 
and UK.

There are different ways to read AB. 
Find out more at
accaglobal.com/ab

About ACCA

ACCA is the global body for 
professional accountants. We aim to 
offer business-relevant, fi rst-choice 
qualifi cations to people of application, 
ability and ambition around the 
world who seek a rewarding 
career in accountancy, fi nance and 
management. We support our 188,000 
members and 480,000 students 
throughout their careers, providing 
services through a network of 92 
offi ces and active centres.  
accaglobal.com 
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▲ Cheaper thrills
Florida attractions will 
be more accessible 
from next April when 
Icelandic budget airline 
Wow introduces its new 
Dublin-Miami service 
starting at €139 each way

▲ Winged silicon
Dublin-based business 
Movidius, which supplies 
semiconductors for 
drone devices, has been 
bought by US chip maker 
Intel for a sum thought to 
be around €322m

► Herd leader
Ornua, formerly the 
Irish Dairy Board, has 
completed what may 
be the world’s first 
trade transaction using 
blockchain technology 
in an export deal

▲ The caps fit
Irish fruit distributor Fyffes 
has bought a second 
Canadian mushroom 
company – All Seasons, for 
€41m – months after buying 
Highline Produce for €99m
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▼ Baggot St band
Wearable IT company 
Fitbit has opened a 
new regional HQ in 
Baggot Street, Dublin. 
The company hopes to 
employ around 100 staff 
by the end of 2017

▼ All cylinders firing
Canadian-owned car 
parts maker Montupet 
has signed a £7m deal 
for its plant in Dunmurry, 
near Belfast, to produce 
cylinder heads for 
Jaguar Land Rover

▼ Micro expansion
According to Bord Bia, 
turnover in the craft 
beer sector will rise 
almost 50% year on year 
to €59m in 2016, with 
craft beer taking 3.4% of 
Ireland's beer market
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News roundup 
This issue’s stories and infographics from Ireland and Northern Ireland, as well as a look 
at the latest developments affecting fi nance professionals around the world

Windfall on the way
Ireland is to receive €13bn in 
taxes from Apple as a result 
of a decision by European 
Commissioner Margrethe 
Vestager that the failure to 
collect or request the taxes 
amounted to illegal state aid. 
According to a European 
Commission investigation, 
Apple paid an effective 
corporate tax rate of 1% in 
2003, which fell to 0.005% in 
2014. It found that two Irish 
tax rulings enabled Apple to 
artifi cially avoid tax, with sales 
profi ts attributed to a stateless 
‘head offi ce’ that ‘existed 
only on paper and could not 
have generated such profi ts’. 
Both the Irish government 
and Apple are appealing the 
ruling. See article on page 28.

Prison for trio
Former senior executives of 
the Anglo Irish Bank have 
been jailed for manipulating 
the bank’s accounts through 
reciprocated short-term 
deposits with Irish Life and 
Permanent, which made it 
appear that the two banks’ 
fi nancial positions were 
stronger than they were. 
William McAteer, fi nance 
director at Anglo Irish, was 
sentenced to three-and-a-half 
years’ imprisonment; John 
Bowe, Anglo Irish’s head of 
capital markets, is to serve 
two years; and Denis Casey, 
former group CEO of Irish 
Life and Permanent, has been 
imprisoned for two years and 
nine months. The three were 
convicted in June but not 
sentenced until the end of July.

Judge criticises EY
It ‘beggared belief’ that EY 
signed off the Anglo Irish 

Bank’s interim fi nancial results 
as ‘true and fair’, said the trial 
judge in the Anglo Irish fraud 
case. Judge Martin Nolan 
added: ‘They [the auditors] 
should have known what 
was occurring if they were 
doing their job properly.’ EY 
responded that it was not 
a party to the proceedings 
and no EY witness had been 
called to give evidence. It 
is now likely that EY will be 
investigated by the Chartered 
Accountants Regulatory Board 
over its audit of Anglo Irish. An 
investigation was initiated in 
2009, but was put on hold while 
Anglo Irish executives were 
being tried.

Banks fare badly
Several European banks have 
weak capital buffers, according 
to the latest European Union 
stress-testing exercise. The 
most undercapitalised bank 
was Monte dei Paschi, which 
revealed a €5bn rescue plan 
just before the stress test 
results were published. Irish 
state-rescued banks AIB and 
Bank of Ireland were listed 
at numbers two and four 
of those at risk of needing 
more capital in the event 
of an economic shock. 

JBS relocates to Ireland
The world’s largest meat 
producer, JBS, is conducting 
a wholesale corporate 
restructuring that will see 
its headquarters relocate 
to Ireland. The Brazilian 
company has annual sales of 
US$45bn and the move will 
lead to €30bn of JBS assets 
transferring to Ireland. The 
new Irish company is to be 
listed on the New York Stock 
Exchange. One of Europe’s 

largest poultry producers, Moy 
Park, is based in Northern 
Ireland and is owned by JBS. 

GT on the move
Grant Thornton is to move 
to new Dublin headquarters 
at 13-18 City Quay, which 
have yet to be built but are 
scheduled for completion in 
mid-2018. The fi rm currently 
occupies 24-26 City Quay 
but also uses the former 
offi ces of RSM Farrell Grant 
Sparks since the merger of 
the two fi rms last year. Grant 
Thornton will pay an annual 
rent of €5.8m for the entire 
new building. Managing 
partner Paul McCann said: ‘We 
are moving to facilitate the 
exceptional growth of the fi rm 
over the past number of years.’

Belfast to benefit?
PwC’s recruitment of more 
than 1,000 additional 
technology specialists to its 
UK risk assurance business 
over the next four years 
is expected to lead to an 
expansion of the fi rm’s 
Belfast operations. The new 
recruits will work across all 
industry sectors, helping 
clients address cybersecurity, 
data management, business 
systems, and technology 
risk and controls. Press 
speculation predicted some 
of the jobs will be located in 
Northern Ireland. PwC did 
not respond to a request 
for comment.

PKF-FPM expands 
The Francis J Woods fi rm, 
based at Balbriggan near 
Dublin airport, has been 
acquired by PKF-FPM and 
now operates as the PKF-FPM 
Balbriggan Dublin North offi ce. 

Fifteen staff transfer to PKF-
FPM, which now comprises 
115 people across six offi ces 
in the Republic and Northern 
Ireland. Feargal McCormack, 
PKF-FPM’s managing director, 
said that the move ‘further 
confi rms PKF-FPM’s intention 
to signifi cantly grow its island 
market presence over the next 
fi ve years.’

Deloitte opens academy
Northern Ireland’s 
economy minister Simon 
Hamilton has launched 
Deloitte’s fi rst Enterprise 
Integration Academy. The 
programme will enable 20 
graduates to undertake an 
intensive 10-week training 
programme delivered 
by Belfast Metropolitan 
College. Danny McConnell, 
a Deloitte partner, said: 
‘Targeting an additional 20 
graduates for the business 
in highly specialist areas is 
a signal of our continued 
commitment to the growth 
of talent in Northern Ireland 
and our ambition to service 
international clients from our 
Belfast offi ce.’

Vulture funds avoid tax
The Department of Finance 
has moved to clamp down on 
overseas investment funds that 
are avoiding tax on activities in 
Ireland. So-called vulture funds 
have reportedly obtained 
billions of euros in property 
assets through legal actions on 
non-performing loans, yet are 
paying little or no corporation 
tax. Finance minister Michael 
Noonan has now tabled an 
amendment to the Finance 
Act 1997. The act had included 
provision for international 
funds operating from the 
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International Financial Services 
Commission to withdraw 
profi ts without taxation, but 
this has been used by vulture 
funds to move profi ts out of 
Ireland without paying tax on 
Irish property transactions.

An integrated island
A joint report from the two 
major business groups in 
the Republic and Northern 
Ireland – Ibec and the CBI 
– proposes an integrated 
all-island transport network. 
The report, Connected: A 
prosperous island of 10 million 
people, proposes upgrading 
and completing the road 
network on an all-island basis 
and using new investment 
sources, including off-balance 
sheet funding. Specifi ed 
priorities are the Dublin to 
Derry road; the Belfast to 
Derry road; the Sprucefi eld 
bypass; an upgrade to 

the Cork to Limerick road; 
additional M50 capacity; 
and improved road 
connections to Letterkenny.

Promise ‘unacceptable’
The UK government has 
promised to honour European 
Union project funding 
commitments to 2020 but 
this has been dismissed as 
‘unacceptable’ by Northern 
Ireland fi nance minister Máirtín 
Ó Muilleoir. He claimed the 
commitment did not cover 
structural funds paying 
for infrastructure projects. 
‘Prior to the referendum, 
the European Union had 
agreed to contribute over 
€1.2bn to Structural and 
Investment Fund programmes 
in the north scheduled 
to run between 2014 and 
2020,’ said the minister. ‘This 
includes contributions to the 
crossborder PEACE IV and 

INTERREG VA programmes.’ 
Agriculture minister Michelle 
McIlveen has welcomed the 
commitment to maintain 
Common Agricultural Policy 
payments at current levels 
until 2020.

Calls for stimulus 
Northern Ireland’s fi nance 
minister Máirtín Ó Muilleoir 
has called on the UK 
Treasury to provide capital 
for infrastructure investment 
to stimulate the economy 
in the north following the 
Brexit vote. He said: ‘The 
Executive’s allocation of capital 
funding, for key infrastructure 
projects identifi ed in the Fresh 
Start Agreement, will go some 
way towards providing this. 
However, in the wake of the 
EU referendum, it is incumbent 
on the British government to 
release the necessary funds to 
stimulate the economy, boost 

the construction sector and 
support local employment.’

Brexit fears
Ireland’s housing crisis could 
be made worse by Brexit, 
according to Irish government 
papers prepared prior to 
the referendum vote and 
obtained by Fianna Fáil using 
a Freedom of Information 
request. A briefi ng paper 
warning of a Brexit impact 
suggested that it could 
jeopardise plans by British 
housing associations to 
provide social housing 
in Ireland. Other risks 
identifi ed were disruptions 
to the UK’s energy market, 
damage to Irish construction 
companies doing business 
in the UK and the isolation 
of Ireland in negotiations.

Residency attractions
Increasing numbers of foreign 
investors are obtaining 
Irish residency through 
the Immigrant Investment 
Programme, which began in 
2012. The scheme allows non-
European Union nationals with 
a net worth in excess of €2m to 
obtain Irish residency provided 
that they provide a €500,000 
endowment for public benefi t. 
So far, 136 residency approvals 
have been made, up from 49 as 
at April last year.

Big payers
Big companies in Ireland have 
doubled their corporation 
tax payments in the last 
fi ve years. The largest 10 
corporations paid €2.8bn last 
year, compared with €1.4bn 
in 2011. Between them, the 
10 contributed 37% of gross 
corporation tax receipts 
last year. The fi gures were 
supplied in response to a  
parliamentary question from 
Michael McGrath, Fianna Fáil 
fi nance spokesman.

NI productivity ‘weak’
The fi rst ever Northern Ireland 
Competitiveness Scorecard 
shows that the province » 

Employment is on the up

The number of people in work in Ireland has broken through the two-
million mark for the fi rst time since the end of 2008, according to data 
from the Central Statistics Offi ce. Employment in the second 
quarter of the year rose by 2.9%, compared with 2.4% in the 
previous quarter and 3% in the year to the end of June 2015.

In labour force 2,202,700 (+32,800) Not in labour force 1,434,900 (-2,200)

Unemployed

187,800
-23,400

Employed

2,014,900
+56,200
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suffers from weak productivity. 
The report was published by 
the Economic Advisory Group, 
which provides independent 
advice to the minister for the 
economy, Simon Hamilton. 
Northern Ireland performed 
poorly across a number of 
measures, with its worst rating 
for productivity. It also showed 
weak outcomes for labour 
supply and employment, fi scal 
sustainability, environmental 
sustainability, innovation/R&D 
and prices and cost. It did not 
perform strongly on any of the 
11 chosen measures.

Deposit charge arrives 
The Bank of Ireland is reported 
to have introduced charges 
for holding large deposits. 
A spokesman for the bank 
responded: ‘We don’t 
comment in relation to our 
pricing but we keep all our 

rates under review.’ Several 
banks across Europe, including 
RBS, are now charging to hold 
large sums.

Ignite takes off
PwC has named four 
Northern Ireland companies 
to participate in its Ignite 
technology accelerator 
programme. Cyberlytic, 
Funds-Axis, See.Sense and 
Yedup all join the programme, 
giving them free access to 
PwC advisers and global 
networks, as well as a trip 
to Silicon Valley. PwC will 
provide each of the four with 
a mentor for 12 months to 
create and implement an 
action plan that accelerates 
business growth. Noel Culbert, 
PwC associate partner, said 
that the programme will 
enable the companies to 
take advantage of Brexit to 

develop new markets outside 
the European Union.

KPMG recruits 500
KPMG is recruiting 500 
additional staff to its Irish 
offi ces over the next year: 200 
experienced professionals 
and 300 recent graduates. 
The fi rm has already increased 
its workforce in Ireland 
from 2,000 in 2014 to 2,500 
today. KPMG said that the 
new posts are in response 
to increased demand, 
including in fi nancial services, 
aircraft leasing, telecoms, 
healthcare and utilities.

PwC settles with TBW
PwC has settled a court case 
over its audits of the Colonial 
BancGroup. A court action was 
brought by the bankruptcy 
trustee of Taylor, Bean & 
Whitaker, a mortgage lender 
that collapsed in 2009 as the 
result of fraud at the Colonial 
BancGroup. The trustee had 
sought damages of $5.5bn but 
the terms of the settlement 
have not been disclosed. 

Growth market
Northern Ireland is now 
PwC’s fastest growing region. 
More than 550 students and 
qualifi ed professionals were 
recruited during the year, 
taking the fi rm to nearly 
1,400 people in Northern 
Ireland. A further 252 student 
positions are available 
in 2016/17. PwC grew its 
revenues across the UK by 
11%, to £3.4bn, in the year 
ending 30 June. Consulting 
revenues grew by 26% to 
£720m; assurance by 11%, to 
£1.2bn; tax by 8%, to £822m; 
and deals by 4%, to £654m. 

Challenge to Big Four 
Former Deloitte global 
chairman John Connolly has 
launched a new accountancy 
fi rm, CogitalGroup, to 
challenge the Big Four. The 
fi rm is backed by private 
equity fi rm HgCapital, which 
has bought London-based 

accountancy fi rm Blick 
Rothenberg. Connolly said: 
‘We plan to build a different 
kind of advisory business 
with an exceptional level of 
innovative, client-focused 
service. We feel there is a 
place in the market for a fi rm 
focused on entrepreneurial 
businesses, delivering a 
personal service whilst 
harnessing the value-
enhancing role of technology.’ 
HgCapital is a leading investor 
in the accountancy and 
technology sectors. 

ACCA extends its reach 
ACCA’s membership and 
student numbers have grown 
by 5% worldwide in the last 
year. Membership was up by 
13,500 and student numbers 
by 25,000 in 2015/16. ACCA’s 
integrated report shows it has 
moved closer to achieving 
its 2020 vision by growing 
membership, infl uence and 
global spread. A strategic 
alliance between ACCA and 
the Chartered Accountants 
of Australia and New Zealand 
helped strengthen ACCA’s 
global footprint. 

Needed: IR culture 
Instilling an integrated 
reporting culture requires 
greater understanding of the 
importance of non-fi nancial 
resources, according to a 
study jointly commissioned 
by ACCA, the International 
Integrated Reporting 
Council and the International 
Association for Accounting 
Education and Research. Yen-
pei Chen, ACCA’s corporate 
reporting manager, said: 
‘As integrated reporting 
fi lters through the corporate 
reporting system, there is a 
clear need to educate both 
preparers and users in the 
principles of IR. A vital part of 
this is helping both groups to 
understand and appreciate 
the relevance of capitals other 
than fi nancial capital.’ ■

Paul Gosling, journalist

Brian McEnery is new ACCA president

Brian McEnery, corporate recovery partner with BDO in 
Limerick and non-executive chairman of HIQA, Ireland’s 
health and social care regulator, takes up his role as the 
new ACCA president this month. McEnery has been 
an ACCA member since 1998 and is a former ACCA 
Ireland president. See interview (page 64) and president’s 
column (page 30).
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Generation Next
The next generation of finance professionals is ambitious, highly motivated and under no 
illusion as to the range of skills that will be required of them in the future

Y oung finance professionals are ambitious, 
internationally minded and confident about the future 
impact of technology – all characteristics that position 

them well to face the challenges of finance and management 
in today’s world. 

ACCA’s Generation Next survey, attracting responses from 
almost 19,000 finance professionals aged 16 to 36 from 150 
countries, finds that these leaders of tomorrow want to build long-
term careers and develop varied skills. ‘The hopes and aspirations 
of the next generation of accountants are very different from their 
predecessors,’ says ACCA’s head of corporate sector and author of 
the report, Jamie Lyon. ’They are very engaged, as the incredible 
response rate to the survey shows, and make it crystal clear to their 
future employers what they want  and expect from their careers.’

According to the survey report, to be launched soon, 
Generation Next professionals fully appreciate the value of a 
finance career: the vast majority (85%) think that finance career 
experience will be valuable for leaders in the future. They also 

Trending in Ireland

For Generation Next finance professionals in Ireland, 
the opportunity to learn and develop their skills and 
career progression opportunities were the two most 
important factors attracting them to join their employer, 
closely followed by the financial remuneration on 
offer, the prospect of interesting work and the work-
life balance enabled by the role. Respondents in 
Ireland were also relatively interested in job security. 
Mobility or international opportunities were considered 
least important.  

The vast majority (88%) of survey respondents 
in Ireland agree or strongly agree that a 
finance career background will be valuable 
for organisation leaders in the future. They clearly 
think that the skills gained from the professional 
qualification, as well as the accompanying experience, 
provide individuals with the vital attributes needed 
for leadership, such as analytical ability, business 
understanding and ethics.

Many members of Generation Next based in Ireland 
have entrepreneurial tendencies: the majority (62%) of 
survey respondents intend to start their own business 
at some point in the future. When they do they will 
be drawing on the business insights gained during 
their finance career, as well as the management and 
communication skills their finance roles will have helped 
them to develop.

Technology is widely seen as an enabler  
rather than a threat: while 47% of respondents in  
Ireland agree or strongly agree that technology  
will replace many entry-level roles in the  
profession, 83% believe that technology will  
enable finance professionals to focus on much  
higher value-added activity. This is encouraging  
given the growing expectations that many employers, 
clients, regulators and other stakeholders have of 
professional accountants. 

Generation Next finance professionals who are 
confident in their ability to use technology effectively 
will be well placed to meet those expectations and 
rise to the challenge of operating in a complex, global 
business environment.

Importance of factors attracting 
respondents to employers in Ireland

* Factors graded by mean score

4.5 Opportunity to learn and develop skills

4.5 Career progression opportunities

4.4 Financial renumeration/package

4.4 Interesting work

4.4  Work-life balance

4.3 Job security

4.1 Match with skillset/strengths

4.1 Work location

3.9 Flexible working arrangements

3.8 Corporate values/culture

3.6 Innovation, eg use of new technologies

3.2 Employer brand

2.7 Mobility/international opportunities
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have leadership aspirations themselves: the great majority (87%) 
aim to lead a fi nance team at some point in their career. 

As for their current situation, around half of Generation Next 
professionals think they have a good work-life balance: 53% of 
professionals at the top end of the 16 to 36 age range say they 
are satisfi ed or very satisfi ed with their current state, compared 
with 45% of the youngest professionals. But there is generally 
less satisfaction with remuneration. Overall just under a third 
(32%) of survey participants are satisfi ed with their remuneration, 
although older individuals are again more likely to be content.  

Why finance?
The young fi nance professionals surveyed by ACCA were most 
likely to be attracted to a career in fi nance because of the long-
term career prospects (43%). But many also value the opportunity 
to develop a broad range of skills (40%) and use them in a wide 
range of roles inside and outside of fi nance (36%). 

Such awareness of the value of broad skills and the variety of 
roles in which fi nance professionals can act is encouraging, given 
ACCA’s recent research into the skills and capabilities that will be 
required of them in the fast-changing, complex modern world. 
As identifi ed in ACCA’s June 2016 research report Professional 
accountants – the future, developments in four broad areas – 
regulation and governance, technology, the expectations of 
stakeholders and globalisation – are likely to have a signifi cant 
impact on professional accountants in future. If today’s emerging 
professionals are to thrive, they need to develop a range of 

competencies that include technical knowledge and skills as well 
as interpersonal behaviours. ACCA has identifi ed seven such 
competency areas that include aspects such as digital awareness, 
creativity, emotional intelligence and vision.  

The opportunity to learn and develop such competencies 
is the key factor in future professionals’ decisions to stay with 
their employer (89%), closely followed by career progression 
opportunities and remuneration. However, it seems that many 
young fi nance professionals are a little disappointed by their 
current employer: only 38% agreed that their current organisation 
offers them opportunities to achieve their career goals.  

By a considerable margin, young fi nance professionals think 
on-the-job learning is the most effective way to improve their 
professional capabilities (selected by 52%), although many 
also appreciate the value of mentoring, job rotations and 
secondments. Further professional qualifi cations are ranked 
fourth in terms of effectiveness. 

Onwards and upwards
Young fi nance professionals are ambitious and want to move 
onwards and upwards fast. Almost 50% of respondents to the 
Generation Next survey have been in their current role for less 
than two years, while only a minority have held the same role for 
more than fi ve years. Most are expecting to be on the move in 
the near future: over a third of the young fi nance professionals 
surveyed would like to change jobs in less than a year, and 70% 
would like to change jobs within two years. »

Technology will 
enable fi nance 
professionals 
to focus on 
much higher 
value-added 
activity

Technology will 
replace many 
entry-level 
roles in the 
profession

A fi nance career 
background 
will be 
valuable for 
organisation 
leaders of the 
future

Future drivers

Career goals pursued

■ Strongly disagree       ■ Disagree       ■ No strong feelings       ■ Agree       ■ Strongly agree

2% 5%1% 2%

20%9% 14%

29%
35%

43% 25%
53%

40%
22%

Start my own 
business

■ Next career move       ■ Later in my career

5% 57%
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the way finance professionals work. Manual bookkeeping will 
become a relic of the past, while complex processes such as 
the financial close will be increasingly automated. Technology 
is also expected to support more real-time reporting and 
analysis, shaping the way that finance professionals and their 
organisations collaborate, communicate and report. 

Generation Next professionals are aware of such drivers for 
change. Most of those surveyed (57%) expect technology to 
replace many entry-level professional roles, but they aren’t fazed 
by this. They see the benefits that technology can bring: 84% 
agree that the growing use of technology will enable finance 
professionals to focus on much higher value-added activity.

‘It’s important that these young finance professionals take the 
opportunities presented by developments in technology and 
become agents of change for their employers,’ says Lyon. ‘Those 
who succeed in building the broad skills needed to thrive in the 
global, fast-moving, data-heavy environment can look forward to 
becoming the finance and business leaders of tomorrow.’   

Similarly, employers are encouraged to understand what 
drives Generation Next professionals. ACCA’s research has found 
that they have a real appetite to learn and to progress, and most 
are willing to move locally, regionally and internationally in order 
to gain the development and career opportunities they seek. 
‘Helping talented individuals to fulfil such developmental goals 
could well be a more powerful retention lever than pure financial 
remuneration,’ Lyon adds. ‘The more that organisations can 
develop stimulating career paths that provide broad business as 
well as finance experience, the more likely they are to maximise 
the potential of their Generation Next professionals.’ ■

Sarah Perrin, journalist 

Two-thirds (67%) want their next role to be a promotion, 
although 33% see the value in a sideways move, which could give 
them new skills and business insights. They are willing to change 
employers to achieve their goals – 61% expect their next move 
to be outside their organisation. 

Moving between sectors at some point is widely anticipated 
by young finance professionals: 73% of those surveyed aim to do 
so at some point in future. Similarly, four out of five Generation 
Next professionals surveyed would like a role in a different country 
or region at some point – and over a third hope to achieve this in 
their next career move. This high degree of interest in international 
experience indicates that younger finance professionals recognise 
that, as affirmed in Professional accountants – the future, the world 
is far more connected than ever before.  

While young finance professionals value the long-term career 
prospects enabled by their qualification, they don’t necessarily 
expect to realise those prospects solely within the finance remit. 
Over half (60%) would like to pursue a role outside of finance 
or the accounting profession at some point. This isn’t to say that 
some would not return to finance after gaining new experience 
in a different type of role. In fact, given the complex environment 
in which finance teams operate now and will operate in future, 
gaining such broad experience can only support the effective 
performance of finance leaders.

In addition, many Generation Next professionals have 
entrepreneurial aspirations. Over half (60%) of survey 
respondents anticipate leaving the finance profession to move 
into a more general business role at some point in future. Even 
more (81%) would like to start their own business, typically later 
on in their careers.

Unfazed by technology
As highlighted in Professional accountants – the future, 
technology is one of the key drivers for change in the finance 
arena. Intelligent automated accounting systems, cloud 
computing, and smart software and systems are already changing 

For more information:

See Generation Next shortly and Professional accountants 
– the future now at accaglobal.com/thefuture

Today’s professional accountants look to the future

‘When we select finance people we don’t put much emphasis on technical things because if we want to cultivate successful 
finance people, they’d better have diversified cultural and working backgrounds.’
Xiaohui Xi FCCA, M&A and commercial finance manager, Shell, China

‘We are becoming less focused on the numbers and more focused on performance and delivery – interpreting the numbers.’ 
Frances Carter FCCA, retired civil servant, formerly at the Department for Education, UK

‘As complexity increases, better ethical behaviour is needed, and the principles come into play rather than the 
procedures around them.’ 
Rashika Fernando FCCA, director, enterprise portfolio management office, CIBC, Canada

‘The volume of information is reasonably static but we will see it growing rapidly in the future and the analysis of data will 
become more important. We are moving from retrospective analytics to predictive analytics.’ 
Ken Miller FCCA, Growth advisory, Grant Thornton, Australia
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ACCA members 
are the best 
trained and 
prepared in 

the world  

What the changes mean for members

Together we’re shaping the future of the profession. 
Insight from you – our global network of members – 
inspired us to conduct our Professional accountants 
– the future research, which defi ned the unique blend 
of technical and professional skills and ethics that 
professional accountants will need to remain relevant into 
the future. Our members around the world recognise the 
changes ahead and work hard to keep themselves, and 
their organisations, ahead of the curve. We see this every 
day through your commitment to your own continuous 
professional development, and the increasing demand for 
ACCA-qualifi ed accountants in all sectors and parts of the 
world. ACCA members continue to lead the profession. 
You’re more valued and more in demand than ever.

Since 2014, we’ve been working in collaboration 
with our members, employers and education providers 
worldwide to evolve the ACCA Qualifi cation. Together 
we’ve designed a market-leading qualifi cation that 
develops the skills needed for the future but still retains 
the high standards of rigour that you – and employers 
– demand. Our latest innovations make us the very fi rst 
professional accountancy body to truly integrate deep, 
broad technical skills and ethics with wider professional 
skills and a real-world focus. It’s this blend of skills that 
employers tell us they vitally need from newly qualifi ed 
professionals. So these latest innovations will set us apart – 
making sure that, like today, the next generation of ACCA 
members will continue to be the best trained and best 
prepared professional accountants in the world.
 
Are new resources available for members?
Yes. Our Professional accountants – the future research 
gives unrivalled insight into the future of the profession 
and what it means for business, employers and individuals. 
Leading on from this, we’ve developed our unique 
professional quotients model that defi nes the skills 
needed in the future. And a new interactive assessment 
tool lets you rate your current competence against future 
skills, and link to expert tips and relevant CPD. You can 
access the tool at accaglobal.com/thefuture.
 
How have you ensured the same high standards?
We liaised with regulatory bodies and gained their 
assurance that we’re testing students to the same high 
standard. This ensures that our students and members 
continue to benefi t from our current statutory and 
education recognition. We also continue to meet 
International Federation of Accountants standards and 
the Strategic Professional exams have been benchmarked 
at Level 8 on internationally recognised education 
frameworks; this is equivalent to Master’s degree level.
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Introducing innovations to 
the ACCA Qualification
ACCA’s Alan Hatfield unveils exciting changes to the qualification, designed to 
equip tomorrow’s accountants with the skills they need in a changing world

Strategic Business Leader – innovative case study
A new innovative case study uses real-world scenarios to set 
challenges that require students to use their combined technical, 
professional and ethical skills in the evaluation, synthesis and 
presentation of their responses. Mirroring the workplace, 
students will be required to present their answers to the standard 
employers expect from future business professionals.  

Strategic Business Reporting 
We take the qualification’s current holistic view of reporting to 
new levels. The underpinning principles of corporate reporting 
remain, but these are enhanced by giving students the skills 
needed to confidently speak the language of business and 
explain reports to a wide variety of stakeholders. 

Options exams – unique opportunity to specialise  
Our Options exams remain available, offering the unique 
opportunity to specialise in areas of greatest relevance to a chosen 
sector or career path.   

Integrated Master’s degree
The ACCA Qualification includes the world’s first Master’s 
degree integrated with a professional accountancy qualification, 
delivered with the University of London.  

New Ethics and Professional Skills module
With our new Ethics and Professional Skills module, we’ll be the 
first to deliver a unique module that focuses on developing the 
complete range of professional skills employers have told us they 
need. Building on our pioneering Professional Ethics module, it 
continues to develop the vitally important ethical behaviour and 
judgment, complementing this with the broader communications, 
commercial, innovation, analysis and evaluation skills vital for 
career success. ■

Alan Hatfield is executive director, strategy and 
development, ACCA

When you see the 
ACCA letters after a 
professional’s name, you 

know you’re looking at someone 
with a great combination of 
strategic thinking, broad, deep 
and up-to-date technical skills, 
the highest ethical standards and 
a practical, real-world approach. 
ACCA members pride themselves on 
being ahead of the curve – helped 
by our global network, professional 
insights and CPD resources. 

The ACCA Qualification is the essential foundation of every 
ACCA professional. Its continued evolution and relevance has 
ensured that, throughout our history, we’ve developed the next 
generation of professional accountants with the skills the world 
needs. Since 2014, we’ve been carefully designing innovations to 
the ACCA Qualification. We consulted extensively with members, 
employers, education providers and regulators worldwide, and 
used the findings from our leading Professional accountants – the 
future research. Already, many significant innovations to the ACCA 
Qualification are in place, for instance:

* our Knowledge exams that test early workplace application

* our new Skills exams that use real-world technology

* our revamped practical experience requirements 

* our market-leading integrated BSc and MSc degrees. 
So now we unveil our latest developments to the final level of the 
ACCA Qualification – the new Strategic Professional level, and 
our new Ethics and Professional Skills module.

Strategic Professional level
With the Strategic Professional level, we’re setting a new 
standard by fully integrating deep, broad and relevant technical 
expertise with ethics and professional skills. Because every 
element has a real-world focus, our students will be prepared 
to handle the challenges they’ll face in the workplace. The 
result is strategic, forward-thinking professionals equipped with 
the unique blend of skills needed to hit the ground running 
– and add immediate value to their employers. The Strategic 
Professional level is benchmarked at Master’s level on a number 
of education frameworks. Its innovative features are:

For more information:

For more on the changes to the ACCA Qualification and 
our research, go to accaglobal.com/thefuture
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The name of the game
Having joined a new international network, RSM Ireland will be playing to its strengths at 
home and abroad, as managing partner John Glennon FCCA explains

and management consulting. We have also opened Irish desks in 
RSM offices in Chicago, New York and London.’

For RSM, the argument for bringing the Irish firm into the fold 
was, Glennon says, equally strong: ‘We are the country’s number 
eight accountancy firm and the only first-generation firm left in 
the top 10. We have a fairly laser focus in the mid-market, which 
is exactly in line with the RSM strategy.’ 

Specialist-led approach
It’s a position that has been bolstered by the firm’s move towards 
specialisation, which began with the merger of PKF Ryan 
Glennon and Baker Tilly O’Hare in 2007. ‘We realised at the time 
that it was an essential move if we wanted to get bigger,’ he 
says. ‘It was quite a change to deliver and each partner had to 
choose a specialisation. Looking back, it was a good move. We 
didn’t know that recession was going to hit and, when it did, the 
specialist-led approach certainly helped us.’ 

A focus on HR as part of this proved an important differentiator 
for the firm. ‘Corporate recovery grew and there was a need for 
HR consulting as people began to downsize their businesses and 
deliver change. A purely accounting approach to solving problems 
– telling organisations they needed to cut costs without telling 
them how – wasn’t going to work. There needed to be a lot of 
tactical change as organisations worked with smaller budgets, and 
we were able to provide that through our HR service.’

As part of the RSM network, the Irish firm’s next step is 
sector specialisation. ‘We’re going to develop some ourselves 
organically in Ireland and leverage our international expertise 
for others,’ Glennon says. ‘RSM’s purpose is to empower its » 

Because Ireland is an outward-facing economy, it needs 
an accountancy and advisory sector with an equally 
international outlook. While the significant role of the 

Big Four as players in the Irish economy is well documented, 
the internationalisation of the mid-tier sector has also 
gathered pace in recent years. In May this year, Baker Tilly 
Ryan Glennon, Ireland’s eighth largest accountancy firm, 
switched networks by officially joining RSM, the sixth largest 
provider of audit, tax and consulting services in the world, 
changing its name to RSM Ireland in the process. 

‘We were very happy members of Baker Tilly International, 
and had built up a lot of friends within the network through the 
10 years we invested in it,’ the firm’s managing partner John 
Glennon FCCA says. ‘However, Ireland is unique in Europe in 
terms of being a globalised economy, and we felt that the move 
to RSM was the right one to respond to these challenges and to 
build on our strengths as an organisation.’ 

Rapid rebrand
The rebrand was first mooted in October 2015, approved by 
the board in December and completed in May, a relatively short 
time frame that, Glennon says, was aided by a similar decision 
being made by RSM UK. ‘We had a 10-year relationship with the 
UK firm, which had also been Baker Tilly,’ he explains. A further 
incentive was the decision by all RSM member firms to rebrand 
globally as RSM. ‘When we saw that firms were willing to commit 
to a single global brand and to a strategy to become the leading 
mid-market accounting provider, we felt it was a once-in-a-
lifetime opportunity to join.’

The significance of the international dimension is evident in the 
Irish firm’s client portfolio. Some 35% of fees come from foreign 
direct investment (FDI) clients, 50% of which are in the tech sector, 
in areas such as big data, cloud infrastructure and cyber security. 
Meanwhile an increasing number of its Irish clients are expanding 
and looking abroad for growth. Glennon feels the new network 
is well positioned to support both strands. ‘We saw in the RSM 
network a marketplace position that reflected our international 
ambitions and those of our clients,’ he says. ‘The US and the 
UK RSM firms are the fifth and sixth largest in their territories 
respectively, while RSM is also the third largest firm in China.’

A number of internal considerations also contributed to the 
decision to join. ‘One of the things that attracted us to RSM was 
the strategic intent around implementing common processes 
and systems through the network, which Ireland could be part of. 
We agreed a trilateral relationship between the US, UK and Irish 
firms and worked out detailed business plans across tax, audit 

2016
Leads rebranding of firm as RSM 
Ireland with plans to increase its 
workforce in Ireland by 50% by 2020 

2004
Appointed managing partner of firm

1987
Establishes Ryan Glennon & Co, which merges with Baker 
Tilly O’Hare to become Baker Tilly Ryan Glennon in 2007

1985
Becomes member of ACCA
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Consultancy and audit have formed key elements of 
Glennon’s work portfolio over his career. His success in the 
former has, he says, ‘always been driven by the idea that 
business performance is driven by people performance. Lots 
of businesses have really impressive strategies, but what really 
differentiates an organisation is how well it can execute a 
strategy. I’ve always enjoyed getting involved in assignments that 
help businesses achieve that in a better way. Recently, I worked 
with a state body that was trying to effect change. There was a 
financial aspect and a change management aspect to it, finance 
mixed with HR. I enjoy that kind of role.’

Glennon first took on the managing partner role in 2004, 
a development that, he says, may well reflect ‘a frustrated 
entrepreneur. When I first became managing partner it was as 
a result of merger. I envisaged the role in terms of the power 
of recommendation, of bringing everyone along on a shared 
journey. Subsequent growth required a management structure 
to be put in place and RSM Ireland now has a chief executive 
officer and a chief operating officer, as well as a full internal 
management team with heads of department in marketing, 
finance and HR. Evolving a more corporate decision-making 
model was important for us as we grew, and the partners were 
very comfortable with that.’

The experience as a managing partner has also come to 
inform his approach to consultancy, he adds. ‘The role of a 

clients to make confident decisions. As well as being rigorous 
and dynamic in the advice we give, we strive to be empathetic in 
understanding where the client is coming from.’

Having been through the rebrand experience, Glennon 
warns others considering a similar move that it is likely to be 
more rigorous and demanding than they might expect. ‘As 
accountants, while in theory we understand the value of a brand, 
we are likely to require outside advice to execute it. You need to 
put the resources in in-house and to involve your whole team in 
the process. Most importantly, if you are going to launch a brand, 
and make brand promises, make sure you have the systems in 
place to deliver on them. What allowed us to do it so quickly is 
that we had the global resources.’

Shared journey
A native of Birr in Co. Offaly, Glennon joined a Big Four firm soon 
after graduating from NUI Galway. He followed this with a move 
to a mid-market ACCA firm, where he pursued the Qualification. 
‘It was fairly unique at the time to have an ACCA firm of its size in 
Ireland and, if I’m honest, I became an ACCA member because I 
wanted to feel part of the team.’ 

That commitment to ACCA continues to the present day. 
RSM Ireland currently has 12 ACCA members among its staff. 
One partner, George Maloney, was president of ACCA Ireland in 
2000 and served on ACCA’s Council between 2003 and 2006.

‘RSM’s purpose 
is to empower 

its clients to 
make confident 

decisions’
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Basics

Tips

largest globally represented firm in the Midlands. We believe 
there are prospects for the area to grow. If you look at recent 
statistics, it’s starting to do well again.’ 

The direct connection with the Midlands also ties in with 
what Glennon says is the firm’s philosophy of being ‘glocal’ – 
balancing the global and local. ‘While 40% of our clients are 
involved in exporting, we also have smaller clients for whom 
local knowledge and presence is a greater priority. They are 
important to us and we have the resources available to help 
them as they grow.’

Having brought the firm from a standing start to number eight 
in Ireland, Glennon has no intention of resting on his laurels. 
Currently employing 130 people, the firm has ambitious plans to 
expand its workforce by 50% over next five years. 

One of the most compelling parts of the rebrand has been 
the enthusiasm it has engendered among staff and younger 
personnel in particular. ‘One of the things that surprised me was 
the huge level of excitement the move created internally. The 
prospect of working on global assignments and collaborating 
internationally was really appealing to all our staff and to our 
younger personnel in particular. All firms are competing for 
talent, and there’s no doubt that creating an international 
dimension provided a new strength in terms of that.’ ■

Donal Nugent, journalist

managing partner often involves thinking about how you can 
achieve change in a non-hierarchical structure, where you need 
to persuade people of the strategy before you execute it. You 
achieve what you’re aiming at by persuasion. We’ve learned over 
the years that making whatever stage of the journey you’re on 
meaningful to the people in the business is vital to that.’

The audit sector has suffered a reputational battering as 
a result of the 2008 financial crisis. Glennon believes that the 
profession has moved a good distance in terms of restoring its 
reputation since then, largely as a result of the role accountants 
played in helping businesses recover from the recession. But he 
admits: ‘I’m not sure we have fully addressed the expectation 
gap between the users of financial information and the reports 
that we give as auditors. It remains hard to explain to the man on 
the street how a set of audited accounts can subsequently have 
issues, and that auditors have done their job.’

Balancing trick
With headquarters in the Dublin suburb of Ranelagh, RSM 
Ireland also has branches in Birr, Co. Offaly, and Portlaoise, 
Co. Laois. It’s a network that initially built on Glennon’s own roots 
in the Midlands but which subsequently proved a canny business 
move. ‘Pre-2007, we had a lot of clients in the Midlands, and 
we invested further in the region during the recession. We now 
have a number of nationally relevant clients there, and we’re the 

* ‘Whatever stage of a journey 
you’re on, making it meaningful 
to people in the business is vital.’ 

* ‘One of the things that aids 
people performance is ensuring 
everyone has full visibility of what 
the business expects of them.’

* ‘If you are going to launch a brand, make sure you 
have systems in place to deliver on your promises.’

1964
DRM, a small accountancy network 
(and the forerunner of RSM), set up

1993
DRM rebrands as RSM International

2015
Member firms globally adopt the RSM brand

2016
RSM is the sixth largest accountancy network in the world, 
with 38,500 staff in 120 countries
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All out of cash
After four millennia, we are reaching the point when cash could feasibly be phased out,  
but what would a cashless society look like, and who would benefit?

Cash has been around for about 4,000 years in one form 
or another. But several recent developments suggest 
its days might be numbered. 

The central banks of China, the UK and Canada, to name just 
a few, have been investigating the possibility of creating digital 
currencies. Meanwhile, the European Central Bank has decided 
to phase out the €500 note, leading to speculation that other 
high denomination notes may eventually follow.

‘There are certainly signs that many top policymakers are 
becoming more open to the idea of a cash-free society,’ says 
Mark Calabria, a fellow at the Cato Institute and a former aide 
to the US Senate Committee on Banking, Housing and Urban 
Affairs. ‘Notes and coins won’t disappear any time soon. But cash 
looks to be entering its twilight period.’

Data from credit card business Visa shows a 16% rise in card 
transactions in Ireland in 2015, with cashless spending rising by 
12.7% to €31.7bn. Philip Konopik, Visa Europe’s Ireland country 
manager, says most of the increase reflects a movement from 
consumers and retailers from cash to cards, and that trend has 
been accelerated by contactless payments. 

Of the Visa transactions in the market, one in every seven is 
now contactless, while Visa card transactions now account for 
more than €1 in every €3 of Irish consumer spending. Konopik 
says: ‘Visa cards are used for all types and categories of payment, 
but the main driver in the past 12 months has been consumers 
being more comfortable using Visa cards for everyday spend. 
Transactions are growing faster than actual spend on the cards.’
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Last year 584 million card transactions took place in Ireland, 
while the average transaction value for the 12-month period fell 
by 4%, indicating a greater number of low-value transactions, as 
it became the norm to use plastic rather than physical money.

Below zero
The idea of a cashless society has become bound up with the 
debate on unorthodox monetary policy – especially negative 
interest rates. ‘Cash provides a limit on the power of central 
banks,’ says Marc Chandler, chief currency strategist at Brown 
Brothers in New York. Central banks in much of the rich world 
have pushed interest rates below zero in an effort to invigorate 
economic growth. (Countries accounting for about a quarter of 
global GDP now have negative rates.) But this policy can only go 
so far. At a certain point, high street banks will be forced to pass 
on the cost of storing cash to their depositors. ‘Bank clients then 
have the option of withdrawing their cash and putting it under 
their mattresses,’ says Chandler. ‘That gets more inconvenient and 
expensive without large bills such as the 
€500 note, and it becomes impossible in 
a purely digital currency system.’

Without cash, central banks would 
be able to set interest rates as far 
below zero as they liked, eliminating 
what economists call the ‘zero lower 
bound problem’. Willem Buitter, 
a former member of the Bank of 
England’s monetary policy committee 
and now chief economist at Citi, has 
recently written that under such a 
system ‘the central bank would be 
more likely to be able to achieve its 
objectives of high employment and 
low, stable inflation’. Withdrawing 
notes and coins, he argues, could be 
‘achieved gradually by first eliminating 
the largest-denomination notes until 
only $1 and $5 notes are left. To compensate people for the 
loss of cash, every legal resident age 12 or older and every legal 
entity could be given a free bank account with the central bank.’ 

This shift to a digital currency would supercharge bank 
powers beyond enabling deeply negative rates. Persistent slow 
growth in Japan and the eurozone has increased talk about the 
possibility that central banks may resort to ‘helicopter money’ – a 
term coined by economist Milton Friedman to describe private 
transfers of money direct to the accounts of citizens. ‘This radical 
technique may never happen and would really require a renewed 
economic crisis to become a serious possibility,’ says Calabria. 
‘That said, it would be far easier to engineer in a purely digital 
monetary system.’ At present, he points out, about 7% of the US 
population – 25 million people – do not have a bank account, 
typically the poorest members of society. ‘Any monetary stimulus 
that excludes this group would be seen as inequitable,’ he says. 

Leaving aside monetary policy, technological advances 
have been demonstrating other potential advantages to digital 

currencies. The rise of bitcoin and its blockchain technology 
– a distributed ledger of the payment history of every unit in 
circulation – has impressed many policymakers. The People’s 
Bank of China, for example, which is aiming to roll out a digital 
currency of its own soon, has argued that such systems can 
improve the efficiency of transactions and cut costs. 

‘For a start, issuing digital currency would be far cheaper 
than printing and distributing notes and coins,’ says David Birch, 
director of innovation at Consult Hyperion. ‘It would also enable 
nations to more accurately track developments in the economy – 
including inflation and GDP.’ 

In retail too, technology has been driving down the market 
share of cash. The near ubiquity of smartphones and financial 
apps such as Google Wallet and iPay has made a growing 
share of the population more comfortable with e-payments. 
Even small retailers and sole traders can take card payments via 
small devices attached to smartphones. ‘Technologically, we are 
getting closer to the point where we could start to phase out 

cash,’ says Birch. 
Many nations are travelling down the 

road to marginalising cash. In Sweden 
a growing number of businesses have 
stopped taking cash altogether. Even 
Sweden’s answer to The Big Issue – a 
magazine sold by the homeless – can 
now be purchased with plastic; the 
vendors have been equipped with 
portable card readers. Some would-be 
robbers have even been turned away 
empty-handed from cashless banks. 
Bills and coins account now for only 3% 
of Sweden’s GDP, versus an average of 
9% in the eurozone and 7% in the US, 
according to data from the Bank for 
International Settlements. Meanwhile 
in 2015 the Danish parliament proposed 
a law allowing stores to refuse to accept 

cash payments – a move supported by the nation’s chamber of 
commerce. The Danish government has even set the goal of 
eliminating cash altogether by 2030. 

Criminal behaviour 
The latest statistics in several countries have also underlined 
the concern that cash is mainly being used to hoard cash – or 
worse, in black market transactions. For example, the $100 notes 
in the US now account for 80% of the value of banknotes in 
circulation, up from 60% several decades ago. And in 2015 the 
US Federal Reserve ordered another $127bn worth of these $100 
notes, against just $37bn of $20 bills, which are more commonly 
carried for cash transactions. The same pattern is clear in Bank 
of England figures. Since 2004, the stock of £50 notes, which are 
rarely used by consumers, has increased by 129%. By contrast the 
more commonly used £10 note has only risen by 35%. 

‘Aside from some very inefficient saving, the main use  of 
large denomination notes is for tax evasion or criminal » 

‘The main 
use of large 

denomination 
notes is for  
tax evasion 
or criminal  

enterprises such 
as drug dealing’
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smartphones to make payments. They have urged their anti-cash 
government to ‘take things slowly’. 

A more widespread concern is that a digital currency would 
hand too much power to government and compromise civil 
liberties. Already the marginalisation of cash has made it easier 
for government agencies to curtail the financial activity not just 
of illicit activities, but also ones that officials consider morally 
questionable. The US Department of Justice has come under fire 
for Operation Choke Point, launched in 2013. This started out as 
an initiative to investigate the activities of payday lenders, which 
the US administration considered to be at high risk of being 
involved in money laundering. The initiative ended up targeting 
a wider range of activities, including pornography, gun sales and 
escort services. A variety of adult entertainers reported being cut 
off from the financial system, with personal bank accounts closed. 

‘The authorities can already make the compliance cost too 
high for banks to deal with people involved in certain activities,’ 
says Calabria. ‘This is one potential abuse of the power that results 
when governments control the payment system – they can disrupt 
activities that are legal but that some people may disapprove of.’

Supporters of cash believe that such powers, and the 
potential for abuse, would increase with full digitisation. Those 
who aren’t so afraid of the government worry that their finances 
will be increasingly vulnerable to cyberattacks from criminals. 

Anonymised cards
Proponents of a cash-free society counter that such dangers 
already exist and can be managed. ‘There are ways of protecting 
civil liberties without simply giving up on a project that offers 
so many other benefits,’ says Birch. To enhance protection for 
consumers from identity theft and exploitation from hackers, Birch 
suggests that banks could provide anonymised debit cards. The 
bank would know who you were, and so could trace you if your 
card was involved in any criminal activity. ‘But the vendor and 
anyone who hacked their computer system would not,’ he says. 

Meanwhile, lawmakers may need to adopt more detailed 
rules on how government can use its financial and monetary 

powers. ‘Merely sticking with a wasteful 
cash-based system is not the answer; 
rather governments need to think 
carefully about how to deal with the 
potential problems that could arise in a 
purely digital world,’ says Birch. 

Cash may be approaching the point 
where it could feasibly be phased 
out. But that prospect appals many, 
who see cash as a defence against an 
over-mighty state. Such concerns have 
only intensified as the power of central 
banks has increased. Despite the many 
benefits of a purely digital monetary 
system, it may still take a long time 
before cash finally fades away. ■

Fernando Florez, journalist

enterprises such as drug dealing,’ says Birch. ‘It is fairly routine 
for plumbers or builders to offer lower prices if they are paid in 
cash. It is no coincidence that there was a particularly big jump 
in the demand for cash shortly after the last time that VAT was 
increased.’ The €500 bill was even dubbed the ‘Bin Laden’ note, 
reflecting its popularity as a medium for illicit transactions. 

By contrast, a digital currency has the advantage that 
transactions can be traced, which could inhibit tax evasion, 
money laundering, corruption and terrorist financing. There is 
even research showing a reduction in street crime. University 
of Missouri criminologist Richard Wright documented a 10% 
reduction in the crime rate in Missouri in the late 1990s after 
the government started transferring 
social welfare benefits electronically, 
rather than via cashable checks. ‘Of 
course, the effect in aggregate may 
be to redistribute crime, with more 
cyberattacks and less street crime,’ says 
Birch. ‘Still, overall the introduction of a 
digital currency would make life harder 
for tax evasion along with various types 
of criminal enterprises.’

While the case against cash 
is compelling for many experts, 
the debate has also raised several 
concerns. Some fear that the elderly 
could be inconvenienced. The Swedish 
National Pensioners’ Organisation 
has pointed out that retirees are often 
less accustomed to using plastic or 

One concern is 
that a digital 

currency would 
hand too 

much power 
to government 

and compromise 
civil liberties
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Snapshot: packaging

The global packaging sector is a 
US$1 trillion industry and growing 
at a steady 3% a year. Consumer 
trends are big infl uencers, especially 
for food. Convenience, lifestyle and 
increasing disposable incomes in 
emerging markets are fuelling a 
desire for packaged products. 

Packaging companies face 
regulatory pressure to innovate to 
address environmental issues. For 
example, there has been a big rise 
in the use of fl exible packaging 
technology. Producers are also 
very aware of the part they play in 
brand protection and development, 
although tobacco packagers selling 
into European Union countries 
now face an advertising ban – 
an example of how health and 
wellbeing regulation plays a role. All 
these features require investment 
in technology and plant, which 
in turn makes a strong case for 
consolidation. While glass and metal 
packaging is dominated globally by 
large players in each region, plastic 
and cartonboard production is 
more fragmented.

Mergers and acquisitions 
specialists need to be strategic, 
numerate and analytical, with a 
global outlook. To understand 
the pressures clients face, fi nance 
professionals need a mindset 
around brand development, plus a 
knowledge of manufacturing and 
engineering issues.

Nick Wood, corporate fi nance 
partner specialising in packaging, 
Deloitte 

The view from
Sarah O’Neill FCCA, controller for Dell Commerce 
Services, Limerick, on the importance of being flexible

At Dell, my department focuses on 
partnering with the IT team to optimise 
resources and deliver IT programmes 
that improve the overall experience for 
customers. The IT team is global, with the 
fi nance controllers located in the US, India 
and Ireland. 

Customer expectations have changed 
in the past few years. Previously, 
fi nance was seen as the team that kept 
the numbers in check and appeared at 
month-end. Now, customers want fi nance 
input into the decision-making process, 
and fi nance is seen as a key player and 
adviser on the executive leadership team. 

I lead strategic planning tasks to help 
create direction for business goals 
and support IT’s fi nancial needs. This 

involves extensive fi nancial analysis 
to help the executive management 
team make the decisions that capture 
the maximum value from technology 
investment. I also create and administer 
complex fi nancial models, databases and 
reporting systems. 

My goal is to move into a similar 
partnering role with the business in 
another division of Dell. There is so 
much exciting change occurring in the 
technology sector that to progress your 
career you need to be prepared to move 
around departments.

No two days are the same. I enjoy 
the challenge of balancing the budget 
against delivering the operational plan, 
while enabling the IT team to meet 
their commitments. As programmes are 
descoped or accelerated, the fi nancial 
plan has to adjust, and discussions can 
often become heated. There is a sense 
of satisfaction when both sides come to a 
workable agreement.

Clients now look for much more than 
the hardware bundles they traditionally 
bought from IT companies. They come 
to Dell to achieve unique business goals, 
improve competitiveness and serve 
their customers better. To support their 
investment plans they are looking for 
complex fi nancing options. To succeed, 
technology companies need to provide 
this complete package.

The most important business lesson 
I have learned in my career is be 
prepared to be fl exible. In this dynamic 
industry companies need to adapt 
quickly to keep up with market trends 
and customer preferences. To succeed, 
you must be prepared to move with the 
market. What was top priority yesterday is 
often bottom of the pile tomorrow. Before 
I started at Dell, I worked in fi nancial 
services, so although taking the leap to 
technology was daunting at the time, 
being fl exible about my next role has 
enabled me to progress my career. ■

I enjoy the 
challenge of 

balancing the 
budget against 
delivering the 

operational plan
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One of the big challenges for the industry 
over the last few years is the move to 
mobile platforms. As more customers 
look to conduct business away from the 
traditional offi ce environment, the industry 
is tasked with providing secure integrated 
systems to enable business to be conducted 
anytime anywhere. Concerns such as cyber 
security threats relating to these new 
methods of doing business are high on the 
list of customer demands.
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Upsetting the Apple cart
The European Commission’s challenge to Ireland’s tax rulings with Apple highlights 
the need for better international tax cooperation

The European Commission’s decision 
to order US tech giant Apple to repay 
Ireland a record-breaking €13bn in 
back taxes is set to make waves for 
years to come. 

The EU executive used its competition 
powers to rule that Ireland had granted 
undue benefits to Apple in an exclusive 
‘sweetheart deal’ that let the company pay 
much less tax than other businesses over 
many years. Ireland had therefore broken 
the state aid rules that stop EU member 
states giving companies unfair help to 
compete in the single market, says the 
commission

‘This is a showcase, with the 
commission wanting to stop countries 
competing with each other for tax 
advantages and lower tax rates for 
multinationals,’ says Sonny Luypaert of 
Dutch legal and consultancy firm Ebben 
Partners. ‘This is why I think that the 
Irish government was punished. The 
commission wants to show the world 
something has to be done.’

The commission launched an in-depth 
investigation in June 2014 following an 
initial request for information in 2013. It 
was part of a wider probe investigating 
tax ruling practices in the EU. In October 
2015, the commission concluded that 
Luxembourg and the Netherlands had 
granted selective tax advantages to Fiat 
and Starbucks, respectively. In January 
2016, it concluded that selective tax 

advantages granted by Belgium to least 
35 multinationals, mainly EU-based, under 
its excess profit tax scheme are illegal. 
The commission also has two ongoing 
investigations into concerns about tax 
rulings by Luxembourg relating to Amazon 
and McDonald’s.

Core ruling
In the case of Apple, the investigation 
concluded that two tax rulings by Ireland in 
1991 and 2007 ‘substantially and artificially 
lowered the tax paid by Apple in Ireland 
since 1991’. The rulings endorsed a way to 
establish the taxable profits for Apple Sales 
International (ASI) and Apple Operations 
Europe (AOE), two Irish incorporated 
companies owned by Apple group 
and controlled by its US parent, Apple 
Inc, which competition commissioner 
Margrethe Vestager says ‘did not 
correspond to economic reality’. 

A commission statement declared: 
‘Almost all sales profits recorded by the 
two companies were internally attributed 
to a head office showed by the commission 
to exist only on paper.’

‘Only the Irish branch of ASI could 
generate any income from the distribution 
of Apple products, so the sales profits 
should have been recorded and taxed 
there. This selective treatment allowed 
Apple to pay an effective corporate tax 
rate of 1% on its European profits in 
2003, down to 0.005% in 2014,’ Vestager 

says, adding that this accounting device 
allows complex multinationals that are 
controlled overseas to avoid paying tax in 
Europe altogether.

The commission can order the recovery 
of illegal state aid only for the 10 years 
preceding its first request for information. 
Ireland must therefore recover from Apple 
the unpaid tax for the period since 2003, 
which amounts to €13bn, plus interest. 
Around €50m in unpaid taxes relate to the 
undue allocation of profits to the ‘head 
office’ of AOE. The rest results from the 
undue allocation of profits to the ‘head 
office’ of ASI. The recovery period stops 
in 2014, as Apple changed its structure in 
Ireland as of 2015 and the ruling of 2007 no 
longer applies.

The move has raised the transatlantic 
diplomatic temperature, with the US 
Treasury warning it risks damaging ‘the 
important spirit of economic partnership 
between the US and the EU’. Commission 
president Jean-Claude Juncker dismisses 
claims the ruling is an attack on the US 
as ‘totally absurd’, citing similar decisions 
already taken against Luxembourg over 
Italian carmaker Fiat.

It has also caused considerable 
controversy in Ireland, with the Dáil recalled 
early to debate the commission’s ruling. 
Both the Irish government and Apple, which 
set up its Ireland base in Cork back in 1980, 
say they will appeal, a process which is likely 
to usher in years of legal wrangling.
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‘I disagree profoundly with the 
commission’s decision,’ Ireland’s finance 
minister Michael Noonan says: ‘Ireland’s 
position remains that the full amount of tax 
was paid in this case and no state aid was 
provided. Ireland did not give favourable 
tax treatment to Apple. Ireland does not 
do deals with taxpayers.’ He notes that 
Ireland will not have to recover as much 
unpaid tax if other EU countries ask Apple 
to pay more taxes on profits recorded by 
ASI and AOE, and if the US asks Apple to 
pay more money to its US parent company 
to finance R&D efforts. 

‘This illustrates the contradiction at the 
heart of the commission’s decision,’ he 
adds. ‘While requiring Ireland to recover 
the tax sums, the commission is also 
acknowledging that the sums may be 
taxable in other jurisdictions.’

In the US, Apple chief executive Tim 
Cook has described the decision as: ‘Total 
political crap – there is no truth behind it. 
Apple pays every tax dollar we owe.’

In a ‘letter to customers’, Cook maintains 
that Apple, ‘the largest taxpayer in Ireland, 
the US and the world’, has never asked 
for any special deals, but now finds itself 
‘in the unusual position of being ordered 
to retroactively pay additional taxes to a 
government that says we don’t owe them 
any more than we’ve already paid’.

Taxed in the US
He adds that Apple’s profits are taxed in 
the country where the value is created. 
‘Nearly all of our R&D takes place in 
California, so the vast majority of our 
profits are taxed in the US.’

The Apple boss has also promised 
to repatriate an estimated US$30bn of 
deferred taxes to the US Treasury, despite 
having publicly announced on a US TV 
programme last December that while he 
would ‘love to’, he would not, ‘because it 
would cost me 40% to bring it home’.

Cook emphasises that the ruling will 
damage investment and job creation in 
Europe, with ‘every company in Ireland 
and across Europe suddenly at risk of 
being subjected to taxes under laws 
that never existed.’ He adds that the 
commission’s move, ‘proposing to replace 
Irish tax laws with what the commission 
thinks the law should have been’, attacks 
the sovereignty of EU member states over 
their own tax matters.

In its analysis, Deloitte agrees that the 
commission’s decision ‘goes to the core 
of Ireland’s published international tax 
strategy, which focuses on the importance 
of Ireland’s tax rate, reputation and 
regime’. In a briefing note it says: ‘Both 
the government and Irish Revenue 
have come out strongly in defending 

the position that the correct amount of 
Irish tax due has been paid by Apple on 
the profits within the scope of Irish tax. 
Further, Ireland has already taken action in 
previous years, changing its tax residence 
rules to address international tax concerns 
around how the profits of multinationals 
are taxed given the mismatch between 
the US tax regime and other countries 
(like Ireland).’

Revenue chairman Niall Cody points 
out: ‘The issue of international tax 
planning, involving mismatches between 
different countries’ tax rules, is well known 
and is the subject of the OECD BEPS [tax 
base erosion] project.’

The big question is how to ensure that 
everyone is playing by the same rules, 
with the US president highlighting the risk 
of ‘racing to the bottom’ in tax policies at 
the G20 summit shortly after the Apple 
ruling was made public. ‘The one thing 
that we have to ensure we do is to move 
in concert with other countries, because 
there is always a danger that if one... acts 
unilaterally, it’s not just a matter of a US 
company being impacted, but it may also 
have an impact in terms of our ability to 
collect taxes from that same company,’ 
Obama said.  ■

Liz Newmark, journalist based in Brussels
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In praise of advocacy
Beat the drum for your professional organisation, says incoming ACCA president 
Brian McEnery, because ACCA offers a real opportunity in life to everyone

Many young 
people just need 

to be given an 
opportunity to 

succeed and they 
will take it

Accounting and Business 10/2016

My first experience of advocacy came 
very early in my life and from a source 
very close to home. As a child, I was 
lucky enough to see my brother, who 
was four years older, working his 
way through the ACCA Qualification 
programme. Watching him, I could see 
the benefits of the syllabus. In fact, it 
was how my passion for business was 
first ignited.

That is why I want to spend my year 
as ACCA president inspiring as many of 
you as possible into being advocates. 
The day I became an ACCA member was 
one of the biggest days of my life, and I 
owe all this to seeing someone in my life 
benefiting from ACCA before I did. 

ACCA’s open access is an incredibly 
valuable attribute, but it’s not enough for 
us just to open the doors to everyone; 
we also need to go out and welcome 
people in!

The world is demanding more from 
professional accountants than it ever 
has before. The role has undergone a 
complete transformation over the past 
decade, with finance professionals going 
on to become business leaders, trusted 
expert counsel and key strategic advisers. 

But with this metamorphosis comes a 
requirement for finance professionals to 
equip themselves with a whole new set of 
skills. And that is why it is so exciting that 
this month sees the ACCA Qualification 
updated to ensure that it continues to 
meet the new strategic challenges that 

are being brought about by the 21st 
century’s disruptive economy.

Young people come in for a lot of 
criticism. There’s a phrase in Irish – ‘mol an 
óige agus tiocfaidh sí’, which, for those of 
you who aren’t fluent in Gaelic, translates 
as ‘praise the young and they will thrive’. 
I believe that wholeheartedly. 

Many young people just need to be 
given an opportunity to succeed and they 
will take it. The opportunity I was given 
was ACCA, and by spreading the word, 
we can offer that same opportunity to 
thousands more young people around 
the world.

There are lots of different ways to be 
an advocate. If you want to get involved, 
I’d urge you to make contact with your 
local ACCA office, where the staff will help 
you get started. 

As for me, I have been a Council 
member since 2006. It’s an amazing 
experience – one that feels like 
being a non-executive director for a 
multinational company.

It is an immense privilege to be able to 
do this work for ACCA. After spending a 
decade on Council I have learned so much 
– above all to be open-minded and to work 
as part of a team. This is the approach I am 
going to take during my year as president: 
to be your representative, your advocate 
and a mentor to our next generation of 
ACCA-qualified professional accountants. 
It’s a daunting task, but I hope I do you 
all proud. ■

Brian McEnery is a partner specialising in 
corporate restructuring and healthcare 
consulting at BDO Ireland
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Apple of discord
The furore over the ruling that Apple must pay €13bn to Ireland in back tax is obscuring the 
bigger issue of how to make multinationals pay their fair share of tax, argues Peter Williams

When it comes to marketing, the 
tech sector is not famed for subtlety, 
but Apple seems to be well aware of 
the power of understatement. In its 
response to the European Commission’s 
ruling that Ireland had given it illegal 
tax benefits, Apple notes: ‘We now 
find ourselves in the unusual position 
of being ordered to retroactively pay 
additional taxes to a government that 
says we don’t owe them any more than 
we’ve already paid.’

Ireland, the government in question, 
finds itself centre-stage in a €13bn row. 
It’s a story begging to be turned into a 
film. The cast list includes politicians and 
regulators from one of the world’s biggest 
political and economic blocs, the world’s 
largest economy, and the business leaders 
of a US corporation that has helped bring 
about a second industrial revolution that 
is changing how we live. As ever, these 
global leaders are fighting for power and 
influence – and hard cash. 

Ireland is known for its low tax rates 
and open-door policy to multinationals 
looking for an entry point into the markets 
of Europe. It’s one of the world’s best 
places to do business. But according 
to the European Commission, Ireland 
didn’t play nice, allowing Apple to 
pay substantially less tax than other 
businesses. This undue tax benefit is 
illegal under the EU’s state aid rules, 
according to the commission, and so 
Ireland must send off the world’s biggest 
demand for back taxes to Apple. 

It is tempting to congratulate 
successive Irish governments on their 
commercial prescience. Today Apple 
is the world’s biggest tech company by 
revenue, profits, assets and market cap. 
Who could have predicted that Apple 
would turn into such a globally dominant 
force? It was just one more tech company 
wandering over from Silicon Valley as 
far as Irish overseas investment officials 
would have been concerned. Pitching up 
in Cork in 1980 and employing 60 people 
was nice but hardly earth-shattering. 

In 1991 – the date of the first tax deal 
the commission objects to – the company 

was not the mega star of today, just 
another computer maker revamping its 
desktop range. In 2007, when the Apple/
Irish tax deal was renewed, few would have 
predicted the global success of the just 
launched iPhone. Next time Ireland spots 
a winner, perhaps it can avoid all this fuss 
and put a few billion euros on the share 
price rather than hosting the business. 

Instead of picking up its winnings and 
plaudits, Ireland is now in a fight it doesn’t 
want to be in. It has to stick with its policy 
and appeal against the decision. 

Apple may well have paid ridiculously 
low rates of corporation tax. Who doubts 
that Apple cut itself good tax deals 
using clever lawyers and accountants to 
work inadequate laws and regulations? 
The reason multinationals fail to pay 
the same sort of tax rate as smaller 

businesses is because of a lack of 
coordinated international action. The 
world’s governments have woken up to 
this, and are now determined to tackle 
the issue, partly because they need the 
cash and partly because popular opinion 
is outraged. In other words, it is another 
aspect of the anti-globalisation movement 
sweeping the Western world. 

Europe should be helping Ireland to 
sort this issue out rather than beating up 
one of the most committed members of 
the single market and the EU. Apple CEO 
Tim Cook knows the company is going 
to pay much more tax (in hard cash) to 
someone soon, most probably the US. He 
blasted the tax bill as ‘total political crap’. 
He’s right. The problem is how to clear up 
the mess in an equitable way for everyone 
– and that includes Ireland. ■

Peter Williams is an 
accountant and journalist
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Client service isn’t enough
Some need reminding that professionalism means putting values and reputation above 
self-interest and any one firm’s interest, although others do understand, says Jane Fuller

As an admirer of the accountancy 
profession, I should feel privileged 
to judge accountancy awards, but a 
recent experience proved unsettling. In 
reviewing nearly 20 shortlisted entries, 
I found the section on ‘professionalism’ 
was the one with the worst answers. 

The majority of firms thought it was 
enough to bang on about client service or 
just to bung in a few client testimonials. 
Only one mentioned integrity and very 
few referred to quality, which at least 
implies standards beyond pleasing the 
client and operational efficiency. Some 
were just vague – as if they didn’t know.

After all the time spent by regulators 
and the profession’s leaders agonising 
about professional ‘scepticism’, it seems 
we need to take a step back and remind 
accountants what a profession is. 

My trusty edition of the Concise 
Oxford English Dictionary lists the 
following features: a vocation or calling; 
advanced learning; part of a professional 
body; and declaring this, like the religious 
practice of taking a vow. These features 
capture modern concerns about acting 
in the public interest, demonstrating 
expertise and putting the profession 
above self and firm.

In this context, client service, however 
glowingly appreciated, is not enough 
– remember Enron and the demise of 
Arthur Andersen? Nor is efficiency: a 
profession is more than a trade or craft, 
and more than a well-run business. 

Just one of the firms that I was judging 
demonstrated its awareness of this by 
saying it had turned away a client because 
of the aggressive nature of the transaction 

involved. It was also the only one to put 
‘integrity’ and ‘honesty’ up front in its 
description of professionalism.

The professional accountancy bodies 
tend to deal with these qualities, along 
with objectivity and competence, in 
codes of ethics. While these apply to all 
accountants and are no doubt covered 
in the training syllabus, is there a danger 
of a silo effect? Doing the right thing 
should be central to being a professional 
accountant. The principle applies even if it 
entails a loss of business. 

ACCA’s code of ethics and conduct 
includes avoiding any action that 
discredits the profession. This points 
to the ‘higher calling’ aspect of the 
role. Such codes also prompt members 
to take account of the public interest. 
Bearing in mind public concern about, 
for instance, legal but aggressive tax-
reduction arrangements, this should be 
front of mind. While the public interest is 
not always the same as news stories that 
are of interest to the public, taxation to 
pay for public services conflates the two. 
Hence the potential reputational damage 
– and yes, that means paying attention to 
the news. 

At its simplest, professionalism is 
encapsulated in that Oxford dictionary 
definition. Vocation or calling refers to 
the public interest, moral rectitude and 
putting doing the right thing above 
the profit motive. Advanced learning 
dictates high standards of training and 
the upgrading of expertise throughout a 
career. Being part of a professional body 
means putting its values and reputation 
above self-interest and the interest of any 
one firm.

Professionalism is not difficult to 
define. Indeed, the proliferation of detail 
in various codes does not help with a 
concept that is literally principles-based. 
Fortunately, most clients want help to 
stay within the rules, implicitly or explicitly 
linking this to a social ‘licence to operate’. 
So for a professional firm, upholding 
principles and standards is a crucial part 
of a sustainable business model – as well 
as being the right thing to do. ■

Jane Fuller is a fellow of CFA 
UK and serves on the Audit 

and Assurance Council of the 
Financial Reporting Council
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Generation inspiration
The ranks of the fi nance profession are increasingly fi lled by ‘Generation Next’, so what 
will it take to develop the leaders of the future from the new cohort?

What is the big attraction of a career in finance?

The youngest respondents see the profession as a good skills-building platform for entering the business world, while the 24 to 
30-year-olds, with some experience under their belts, are more concerned about prestige and remuneration. Older members of 
Generation Next tend to be more concerned about skills portability across industries and sectors. 

How quickly would you like to move on?

Over a third of the survey respondents said they would like to change jobs in less than a year, 
a proportion that rose to 70% when the timeframe was extended to within two years. Finance 
professionals are also prepared to move on from the company to achieve career goals, with 
61% expecting their next move to be an external one, and 39% anticipating an internal role.

1 year 2 years 3-5 years

Long-term 
career prospects

52%
On-the-job learning

27%
Mentoring

Opportunity to 
develop skills

Skills also apply to 
many non-fi nance roles

43% 40% 36% 33% 29%

Interest in the 
subject matter

Prestige of the 
profession

More than 5 years

What are the best ways to learn?

On-the-job learning ranks as the most effective learning 
activity of all, but mentoring, job rotation and professional 
qualifi cations are also critical, survey respondents said.

A wide-ranging survey

With innovation and change creating a ‘new normal’, 
the opportunities for the profession have never been 
greater. However, ACCA’s major study of Generation 
Next – members and students aged 36 or under – 
shows that tomorrow’s fi nance leaders are not going to 
be attracted, nurtured or retained as today’s are.

For more information:

Find out more in the Focus section of this edition

36% 70%

150
countries

18,646 
responses

97%

25%
Job rotation and 
secondments

23%
Further professional 
qualifi cations

100%
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Bankers behaving beautifullyBankers behaving beautifullyBankers behaving beautifullyBankers behaving beautifullyBankers behaving beautifullyBankers behaving beautifullyBankers behaving beautifullyBankers behaving beautifully
A recent study explains how a range of factors can contribute to unethical behaviour in 
fi nancial services – and how they can be driven out. CA ANZ’s Lee White explains

Most people in business behave ethically. Of course, there 
are bad apples and, because of the media, the stories of 
those who don’t behave ethically are given oxygen, which 
creates a false stereotype. 

Initiatives such as 
‘ethical moments’ 

can help shift 
decision framing 
to a more ethical 

mindset

But often, it’s not as simple as good versus evil. Research 
suggests that many individuals who behave badly are often 
unaware of the ethical implications of their behaviour. A study 
into ethics in banking and fi nance by Chartered Accountants 
Australia and New Zealand (CA ANZ) looked specifi cally at what 
it is that drives unethical behaviour and what we can do about 
it. Who better to ask about ethics than 705 bankers and fi nancial 
practitioners around the world? 

We identifi ed a range of factors that contribute to bankers 
behaving badly. In most instances, bad behaviour was found to 
be not a conscious choice, but was justifi ed in a range of ways 
that allowed bankers to continue to believe in themselves as 
ethical people.

Personal bias
For example, personal bias allows decisions to be framed in a 
way that makes bad behaviour seem fi ne. This can be seen in 
confi rmation bias, when boards apparently miss evidence that 
fails to back up their belief, and availability bias, in which only the 
easiest or most recent information is the evidence considered.

These personal biases came into play for the banker Tom 
Hayes, who was given an 11-year jail sentence by a UK court and 
ordered to pay £878,000 for manipulating the Libor interest rate 
on interbank loans. He justifi ed his behaviour on the basis that 
‘everybody was doing it’. This is a common form of bias, used to 
explain away unethical behaviour.

However, it is not just bias that can lead to unethical behaviour. 
The big bonus culture has been cited by experts as a driver of bad 
behaviour in the fi nancial services sector. More specifi cally, experts 
point to misaligned incentives. 

A catalyst for unethical behaviour can be where large bonuses 
are awarded to individuals for certain outcomes irrespective 
of how those outcomes were achieved. This misalignment is 
reinforced when it is coupled with half-hearted censure for those 
who are caught doing the wrong thing. 

A good example of this in Australia is the personal fi nancial 
adviser. Here, advisers sell fi nancial products to clients and 
receive a commission from the product provider for doing so. 
At what point does the client’s best interest suffer? I personally 
believe that fi nancial advisers should be paid to advise, and that 
the client should pay for these services. That makes for a clean 
transparent transaction, with no need for middlemen. 

So what can be done to address the situation? To start 
with, almost everyone views themselves as behaving ethically 
– even when they don’t. Our research highlights three factors 
– structural, individual and social – that can consciously or 
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unconsciously encourage unethical behaviour. Across these three 
areas our survey found that greater accountability, a more diverse 
culture and training in decision-making processes were seen as 
the most effective ways to address the problem.

Training, incentives and leadership
This translates into a range of responses. First, the ethical 
capabilities of those working in banking and fi nance need 
to be better developed. Professional accountants have an 
extensive focus on ethics as part of their ongoing training, and 
the discipline of keeping such matters front of mind through 
regular training supports ethical behaviour in real-life situations. 
This type of training is about encouraging people to place less 
reliance on mental shortcuts when they are making decisions 
and helping to develop principled reasoning in which ethical 
considerations are part and parcel of cost-benefi t calculations. It 
is also useful to encourage a clear expectation from the top that 
employees must always behave ethically and require them to 
undergo regular training that supports that expectation.

Second, the manner in which fi nancial incentives such as 
bonuses are awarded needs to include ethical considerations 
when performance is being measured. This is particularly 
signifi cant given that most incentive schemes in fi nancial 
services are based exclusively on market and profi t measures. 
The reputational risks of unethical behaviour are now well 
publicised, so there is a clear cost in not addressing these factors 
in incentive schemes. Also, of course, a purely fi nancial focus 
can misalign personal and corporate interests in other ways, 
including corporate culture, health and staff turnover.

Finally, the leadership of an organisation needs to address 
ethics with an unwavering focus to help shift a corporate 
culture from one of benign neglect to a clear focus. This can be 
encouraged by initiatives such as ‘ethical moments’ to help shift 
decision framing to a more ethical mindset. This idea mimics 
some companies’ ‘safety moments’ (a brief safety talk about 
a specifi c subject at the beginning of a meeting or shift) and 
encourages employees to share ethically based decisions before 
every meeting. Getting employees to talk about ethics has been 
shown to increase ethical behaviour.

Accountability
Ultimately what has clearly emerged from our research is that an 
ethical culture of accountability is vital. If this becomes dominant 
in banking and fi nance, it will create a virtuous circle in which 
incentives and structural solutions such as regulation become far 
less important. It may also help weaken some of the stereotypes 
that have only ever been true of a small proportion of people 
working in banking and fi nance. ■

Lee White is CEO of Chartered Accountants ANZ

Strength in numbers

ACCA and Chartered Accountants Australia 
and New Zealand (CA ANZ) announced in 
June that they have entered into a strategic 
alliance with the aim of adding value to 
their members both locally and globally.

The alliance will enable both 
organisations to strengthen their reach, 
relevance and resources for members. 
By sharing both bodies’ expertise across 
geographies and sectors, the alliance will 
create a stronger voice on behalf of their 
combined 308,000 members and 480,000 
students across 181 countries. 

ACCA and CA ANZ are collaborating on 
a programme of professional insights on 
issues that affect accountants, and how the 
profession needs to adapt to keep pace 
and remain relevant to business success 
in a fast-moving global economy. More 
information about this research will be made available in AB 
magazine and at accaglobal.com/alliance.

▲ Strategic allies
CA ANZ’s Lee White with ACCA chief executive Helen Brand

For more information:

Read CA ANZ’s report Ethics in Banking and Finance at 
charteredaccountantsanz.com

Read more about the alliance between ACCA and 
CA ANZ at accaglobal.com/alliance
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Forward thinkers
As part of our series exploring the trends most likely to shape the profession over the 
next decade, we look at the impact on strategic planning and performance management

Before any organisation can achieve its vision, it needs 
a clear strategy and defined metrics to measure its 
performance. Strategic planning and performance 

management are therefore vital. Professional accountants play 
key roles in these areas, including implementing performance 
management systems, evaluating an entity’s strategic position 
and applying change management solutions. 

Political and economic volatility, globalisation and new 
business models and processes enabled by digital technologies 
are creating an increasingly fast-paced business environment. 
Organisations and the professional accountants working in 
them therefore need to be agile, flexible and future oriented, 
according to ACCA’s research report, Professional accountants 
– the future, which draws on extensive feedback from ACCA 
members gained through workshops around the world.   

Responding to change
CFOs are already seen by ACCA members as becoming more 
proactive, acting as leaders and agents of change. They are 
thinking and acting more strategically, looking beyond the 
finance function and the organisation, taking account of the 
wider business environment. They are also building wide-ranging 
relationships inside and outside their organisations as they 
monitor emerging trends and develop strategic plans.

The enabling and decision-making support role of professional 
accountants is also evolving. Alongside backward-looking internal 
accounting metrics, product-profitability analysis and periodic 
financial reporting, there is growing demand for information to 
support smarter decision-making. Professional accountants need 
to analyse more strategic performance indicators and evaluate 
extensive external information including cost trends, market share, 

Top 10 competencies

* Contribute to the broader business conversation

* Follow developments in the wider business environment

* Corporate strategy

* Holistic performance management

* Knowledge of digital technologies

* Strategic management accounting

* Strategic human resources 

* Data analysis

* Day-to-day resource management

* Project management 

Expert views

‘Accountants should not sit and wait. They should lead 
the change.’ 
Roman Fink FCCA, CFO, ČSOB Penzijní společnost, 
Czech Republic

‘You need to be business savvy and analytical. You need 
to be able to translate data into information, which will 
enable decision-making in a timely manner.’ 
Lukman Bin Ibrahim FCCA, former deputy CEO, Proton 
Holdings, Malaysia

‘Accountants need to be less focused on what happened 
last year, what happened last month, and more aware of the 
strategic position of the company, where it is now, where it 
wants to be in the future – and not just the end of the year.’  
Helen De Spretter FCCA, DEFRA, UK

‘By 2020 everything will be about technology. As 
finance professionals, we will need to have a broader 
range of IT skills.’ 
Edem Kugbey FCCA, head of internal audit, Food and 
Drugs Authority, Ghana

competitors, suppliers and ‘big data’. They need to provide more 
forward-looking information and almost real-time insights.  

Digital technologies are having an impact – as enablers 
and liberators – but they are not without risk. Many workshop 
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participants expect more transactions and more complex 
business processes to be automated, replacing entire tiers of 
lower and middle management. Professional accountants need to 
assess emerging technologies for their potential business impact. 

Professional accountants must take an outward-looking 
perspective that extends beyond numbers and a holistic view 
that goes beyond the organisation. Playing a strategic role 
increasingly requires at least a basic knowledge of non-fi nancial 
areas such as brand management and marketing, for example. 
Workshop participants think that professional accountants need 
to explore opportunities for synergies and strategic alliances with 
organisations in other business sectors. They also need to think 
innovatively about exploiting technology for process improvement.

Changing demographics, such as the growth in part-time 
knowledge workers and multi-generational workforces, will also 
have an impact. The evolving environment will create specifi c 
challenges for the traditional models used for training and 
development. Outsourcing to offshore locations will result in 
fewer opportunities for newly qualifi ed accountants in most 
developed countries, while increased automation will limit 
opportunities in mid-tier roles. Professional accountants will need 
to fi nd new ways to gain the breadth of experience and expertise 
they need to support career progression. 

Changing fi nance models, such as the growth of outsourcing 
and offshoring, are also increasing the need for professional 
accountants to develop new management and relationship skills. 

Planning for action
Participants in ACCA’s global workshops see fi nance being 
transformed by the shift from backward-looking fi nancial analysis 
to more holistic and forward-looking planning, forecasting and 
performance management. As boundaries between analysis, 
decision support and decision-making become blurred, so 
professional accountants need to become more involved in 
taking decisions themselves. Workshop participants therefore 
believe that professional accountants need competencies that 
enable them to contribute to broader business conversations. 
They need to become more proactive, partnering with the 
business and developing and managing relationships with a 
broad range of stakeholders. Professional accountants will 
need to be able to build alliances with others, present their 
arguments in a compelling way and deal constructively with 
opposition and confrontation.  

Success for such professional accountants will also 
depend on their ability to follow developments in the 
wider business environment and understand emerging 
trends in areas such as culture, demographics, politics, law, 
international relations and technology. They will need a sound 
knowledge of digital technologies and how these could impact 
on business strategy, business models, delivery mechanisms, 
supply chains and customers.

Strategic planning and performance management roles will 
require professional accountants to understand the importance 
of human resource management, as well as broader day-to-day 
resource management issues around internal fi nance, budgets, 

capital investment and people. They will need capability in 
strategic management accounting, including expertise in 
creating forward-looking models to help to improve resource 
management and decision-making. Data analysis and project 
management skills will also be vital.

Alongside the top 10 competencies, workshop participants 
identifi ed additional skills and attributes that professional 
accountants in strategic planning and performance management 
roles will need to develop over the next fi ve to 10 years. These 
include the ability to take a more entrepreneurial approach 
to risk and its management and to understand environmental 
regulations, sustainability and integrated reporting. ■

Sarah Perrin, journalist

Deep dives
Key technical areas highlighted in 
Professional accountants – the future 
explored in previous editions of AB

Introduction (AB June 2016, page 12)

Audit and assurance (AB June 2016, page 36)

Corporate reporting (AB July 2016, page 38)

Financial management (AB September 2016, 
page 36)

Risk and ethics (AB September 2016, page 38)

➠ Strategic planning and performance
management

Tax (AB October 2016, page 40)

For more information:

See more on Professional accountants – the future at 
accaglobal.com/thefuture 
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Trending in tax
As part of our series of articles exploring the developments most likely to shape technical 
areas of the profession over the next decade, we look at trends affecting tax professionals

Tax professionals play a vital role as advisers – to 
clients, tax authorities and other stakeholders – and as 
intermediaries between taxpayers and tax authorities. 

Since the global financial crisis of 2007–08, the increased 
profile of tax and the intensified focus on transparency have 
heightened interest in the activities of tax specialists. 

Governments are finding it more difficult to devise, impose 
and collect taxes due to a range of challenging conditions. They 
face stagnant economies, the dominance of multinationals in 
the global economy, growing electronic trade, more mobile and 
sophisticated taxpayers and competition with other national tax 
systems. At the same time political and public debate on the social 
acceptability of tax planning – and where to draw the line between 
this and ‘aggressive’ tax avoidance – have created ethical, 
technical and practical challenges for taxpayers and their advisers. 

Responding to change
Over the next five years, tax advice, compliance, reporting, 
planning and risk management will become even more complex, 
according to ACCA’s research report, Professional accountants – 
the future. ACCA members participating in workshops around the 
world expect national and international tax conventions, laws and 
regulations to become more intricate. Individuals working as tax 
specialists will need strong general tax knowledge, but there is also 
likely to be increased demand for specialists capable of tackling 
niche issues linked to particular sectors or types of transaction.  

Professional accountants specialising in tax will need to see 
the global picture, keeping up with information-sharing initiatives 
such as the US Foreign Account Tax Compliance Act (FATCA) 
and intergovernmental tax action such as the project to limit 
base erosion and profit shifting. Governments around the world 

Top 10 competencies in tax

* Global tax perspective

* Communication

* Business attitude and awareness

* Technical tax expertise

* Risk assessment and management

* Professional ethics

* IT knowledge

* Advocacy and negotiation

* Laws and regulations

* Specialisation

Expert views

‘It’s important that the people in tax are not just pure tax 
experts. It’s important to understand the business as well.’
Harry Charalambos Antoniou FCCA, global head of tax 
accounting and financial reporting, Zurich Insurance

‘By 2020, specialisation in tax won’t be enough. The 
professional of the future will need a background in 
law, business, sales or IT.’ 
Roman Ženatý, director, tax and legal department, 
Deloitte, Czech Republic

‘Accountants need better analytical skills and a better 
understanding of how to apply technologies such as 
big data and the cloud.’ 
Ian Baldwin FCCA, indirect tax manager, IBM UK

‘The role of tax translation may gradually disappear in 
the time of big data.’ 
Julia Li, VP taxation, Citigroup China 

‘Base erosion and profit shifting is going to turn the tax 
world upside down over the next decade.’
David Sandison, MD, David Sandison & Co, Singapore

are likely to try to raise more revenue from indirect taxes and 
some jurisdictions, such as China and Singapore, may abolish 
direct personal and corporate taxation altogether by 2025. 
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Such developments will require tax professionals to develop a 
different approach to tax management.    

Business leaders increasingly expect professional accountants 
to partner with the business and understand business challenges, 
rather than focusing on the numbers. The same applies to tax 
specialists. According to the research, tax professionals in both 
business and practice expect to move beyond their traditional 
roles as technicians focused on compliance and the past. They will 
therefore need a deeper understanding of the organisations with 
which they work and of the broader business environment in which 
they operate. Tax professionals will be required to take a more 
risk-orientated view of business and to collaborate in the design 
and running of risk-management structures and controls.

The use of tax software and further automation of basic 
processes will continue to shape the work of tax professionals, 
further removing mundane activities from their daily tasks. 
Widespread access to ‘big data’ will also have an impact. A 
decade from now, ACCA workshop participants expect that the 
software tools used by taxpayers and tax professionals will be 
signifi cantly smarter – creating both opportunities and challenges. 
They will enable more detailed analysis, but also potentially 
enable non-tax professionals to conduct that analysis themselves.

Planning for action
Based on the views of ACCA workshop participants, the need for 
a more global tax perspective tops the list of key competencies 
that tax professionals will need to develop over the next fi ve to 
10 years. This refl ects the many global trends in tax identifi ed 
above. Aligned with this global perspective, tax professionals 
will need sound knowledge of local and international tax laws 
and regulations, as well as strong general technical tax expertise. 
Some will need to specialise in certain subject areas, such as 
corporate tax, indirect tax or group transactions. 

Tax knowledge won’t be enough, of course. Workshop 
participants expect tax professionals to need business awareness 
– a holistic view of the business, including an ability to interact well 
with other business functions and to think and plan commercially 
and strategically. Similarly, as with many other professional 
accountancy roles, tax specialists will need to be competent in risk 
assessment and management. They will need to understand the 
tax-related risks of corporate structures, positions taken, existing 
and emerging regulations and shifting public expectations.

Communication skills will be vital for tax professionals to 
help them manage relationships (with clients, tax authorities 
and internal business departments) and explain tax matters to 
non-technical stakeholders, including boards, management, 
investors, clients and the media. Similarly they will need 
competency in advocacy and negotiation to support their work in 
dispute resolution and problem solving.

Professional ethics are also expected to be increasingly 
important over the next fi ve to 10 years. Tax professionals will 
need to think and behave ethically, with integrity and objectivity, 
showing appropriate due care. In addition, all tax professionals 
will need IT knowledge and capability, using specialist 
tax software for computations and analysis as well as tax 

administrations’ electronic platforms. They will also need to be 
able to take advantage of digital technology and developments 
in cloud-based and mobile solutions.   

Looking ahead over the next fi ve to 10 years, ACCA workshop 
participants identify the need for extra skills in addition to the 
top 10. Tax professionals will increasingly be expected to show 
competency in areas such as the management of resources 
(people, projects, time, tasks and budgets), the movement of 
goods and services (customs, and import and export taxes), the 
interaction between direct and indirect taxes, workforce mobility 
and group transactions. ■

Sarah Perrin, journalist

Deep dives
Key technical areas highlighted in 
Professional accountants – the future  
explored in previous editions of AB

Introduction (AB June 2016, page 12)

Audit and assurance (AB July 2016, page 36)

Corporate reporting (AB July 2016, page 38)

Financial management (AB September 2016, 
page 36)

Risk and ethics (AB September 2016, page 38)

Strategic planning and performance 
management (AB October 2016, page 38)

➠ Tax

For more information:

See more on Professional accountants – the future at 
accaglobal.com/thefuture 
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Survival lessons
Can Switzerland, a non-EU member surrounded by a sea of European Union states, act 
as an effective role model for the UK after its vote to exit the economic bloc?

the country’. In fact, Switzerland has since distinguished itself as 
one of the world’s most successful economies. It has held the 
top spot in the global competitiveness rankings of the World 
Economic Forum for seven successive years – the UK ranks 10th. 
It has become a mecca for creativity, with more patents filed per 
head than any other nation. And its per capita economic growth 
has outpaced both the EU and UK over the past decade. 

However, Christian Jaag, managing partner of Swiss 
Economics and a lecturer at the University of Zurich, says: ‘Not all 
the keys of Swiss success can be copied. Still, the Swiss example 
does provide one possible route to success outside the EU.’ 

Always open
Lesson number one, according to Jaag, is to remain open to 
talent. ‘Switzerland would not be anywhere close to where it is 
today without foreign workers,’ he says. ‘The ability to tap the 
top talent from around the world, including EU neighbours, is 

In the UK’s referendum campaign on EU membership, 
the majority of top financial thinkers forecast economic 
woe if Brits opted to jilt Europe’s big economic bloc. The 

Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
(OECD), the club of rich nations, predicted that by 2030 
the UK economy would be up to 8% smaller than it would 
have been within the union. And 10 winners of the Nobel 
prize in economics signed a public letter arguing that the UK 
was better off within the EU and that leaving would create 
adverse effects that would ‘persist for many years’. 

Whether or not leaving was the right choice, the UK has at 
least one role model to consult for how to thrive outside the EU. 

When the Swiss narrowly voted in 1992 to remain outside 
the European Economic Area (a free movement zone of labour, 
goods, services and capital that encompasses the EU along with 
Norway, Iceland and Liechtenstein), the nation’s pro-European 
economy minister warned that it would prove a ‘black day for 
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part of the reason Switzerland has become such an appealing 
place to do business.’ The country hosts more FT Global 500 
companies per head than any other nation. 

As of 2013, 28% of the Swiss population was foreign-born, the 
second highest proportion in the EU and far larger than the UK’s 
12.3%. A willingness to accept free movement of people was 
also crucial to Switzerland winning access to the European single 
market, which now accounts for 55% of Swiss exports. 

With around 44% of UK exports going to the EU and many 
foreign investors using Britain as a bridgehead for their exports 
to the EU, losing unfettered access could prove economically 
damaging. Formal negotiations on post-Brexit UK access have 
yet to start, but accepting continued free movement of people 
is likely to be a condition of full trade access. ‘The problem for 
the UK government is that free movement was seen to be one 
of the main reasons many Brits voted to leave the EU,’ says Marc 
Chandler, chief currency strategist at Brown Brothers in New York.

Nurturing skills
The second main lesson from the Alpine nation, Jaag believes, 
is its pragmatic approach to fostering a skilled workforce. ‘The 
Swiss education system has been a key ingredient,’ he says. 
‘Universities frequently develop skills that are not terribly helpful 
in the workplace. Instead of making a fetish out of university 
degrees, the Swiss have created an apprenticeship system that 
ensures young people develop practical skills in the workplace.’ 
About two-thirds of 15-year-olds opt to go into such schemes, 
which often end in well-paid and respected jobs; around 58,000 
companies offer apprenticeships. The system is admirably 
flexible, with apprentices able to go to university subsequently. It 
helps explain why Switzerland has an extremely low youth 
unemployment rate, just 8.6%; in the UK it’s 14.6%. A host of top 
Swiss executives began their careers with an apprenticeship.

Following Switzerland’s lead, while not easy or quick, is 
possible, says Jaag. ‘The tax system encourages companies to 
operate such schemes, and the fact that apprentices can enter 
university later also helps create demand as well as supply. Still, 
it could take a long time to convince 
young people that such schemes are 
credible and not for drop-outs. Many 
people believe universities are the only 
route to success.’ 

Finally, the Swiss have been 
paragons of self-control. The nation 
has staunchly resisted populist 
measures that would have made life 
harder for businesses, Jaag argues. 
In a national referendum in 2012 the 
country voted against a six-week 
mandatory paid vacation. Earlier 
this year, 77% of the population 
declined the offer of a guaranteed 
minimum income. 

This discipline is reflected in the 
public finances, with a net government 

debt that is just 25% of GDP, according to the International 
Monetary Fund. That compares with a debt burden of 81% of 
GDP for the UK, which is close to the G7 average. This impressive 
feat of fiscal probity has been achieved with relatively low 
taxation, both on companies and individuals. ‘The UK vote gives 
the government political cover to consider some bold reforms 
to boost productivity and create an even more business-friendly 
environment,’ says Philip Shaw, chief economist at Investec. 

Many aspects of the Swiss system will be hard, even 
impossible, to replicate in the UK or elsewhere. One commonly 
cited reason for Swiss success is the high level of political 
decentralisation; the country’s 26 ‘cantons’, or provinces, have 
greater tax powers than the relatively slim national government. 
‘Since companies and individuals can relocate between cantons, 
the system puts pressure on governments to be lean and 
efficient – offering high-quality services and low taxation,’ says 
Jaag. ‘Having the spending power close to the people seems to 
result in greater efficiency.’ While the UK could opt for greater 
fiscal decentralisation, it would be difficult to replicate the 
Swiss approach. 

Many economists believe Switzerland has succeeded despite 
and not because of its rejection of European membership. The 
country endured sluggish economic growth in the 1990s. The 
bursting of a property bubble may have been mostly to blame, 
but the country’s exclusion from the emerging single market until 
2002 may also have been a contributory factor. 

A demographic bind
In 2014 the Swiss narrowly voted for caps on immigration. Since 
unfettered movement of people is a condition of Swiss access 
to the single market, the authorities now face a tough balancing 
act. To ensure the continued expansion of the labour force in 
the context of an ageing population, Switzerland may need to 
ensure a higher rate of female participation in the labour market, 
an area in which it lags most other European peers. Only about 
a fifth of mothers work full time, and fewer women get to the top 
compared with elsewhere in the continent. A 2014 Egon Zehnder 

European board diversity analysis 
showed that only 13.9% of Swiss board 
seats were held by women, compared 
with 20.3% in Europe as a whole.

Despite these provisos, Switzerland 
offers food for thought for UK 
policymakers as they attempt to forge 
a future outside the EU. Some tough 
years probably lie ahead for the UK, 
with slow growth and a hit to consumer 
spending power. But if the UK can 
achieve even a modicum of Swiss 
success, the Brexit vote may not prove 
quite as economically toxic as the 
professional economists feared. ■

Christopher Fitzgerald and Fernando 
Florez, journalists

‘The UK vote 
gives the 

government 
political cover 

to consider 
some bold 

reforms to boost 
productivity’
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Career boost
Refl ecting on events from a distanced viewpoint produces better, wiser decisions, 
says our talent doctor Rob Yeung, plus what makes the perfect public speaker

Dr Rob Yeung is an 
organisational psychologist 

and coach at consultancy 
Talentspace 

Talent doctor: decision-making

Imagine you are working in a boring, 
but secure job. You go for a job 
interview and are offered a position 
that could be exciting. But you’re not 
sure you have all the skills to succeed 
in the role. Should you stay where 
you are or take the riskier option?

Some decisions matter more than 
most and the good news is that studies 
suggest there’s at least one way of 
making better, wiser decisions.

Research psychologists at the 
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor in 
the US invited job hunters to ‘take a 
few minutes to think about how the 
current economic climate will impact 
you personally’.

The researchers then split the 
participants into two groups, giving 

each different, additional instructions. 
One group was asked to adopt what 
is known as an immersive viewpoint: 
‘Imagine the events unfolding before your 
own eyes as if you were right there.’ The 
other was instructed to take a broader, 
distanced viewpoint: ‘Imagine the 
events unfolding as if you were a distant 
observer.’

Participants were then interviewed and 
asked to reason aloud their thinking and 
the transcripts of their responses were 
then evaluated by two experts.

When the results were analysed, 
the researchers found that participants 
who had been told to reason from the 
distanced perspective had done so 
signifi cantly more wisely. For example, 
they were more likely to have recognised 

the limits of their knowledge. 
They were also more likely to have 
acknowledged that the future was 
prone to change.

Follow-up studies have found further 
benefi ts for distanced decision-making. 
Notably, people who adopt it also 
tend to be more open to alternative 
viewpoints. In contrast, people who 
hold an immersive viewpoint tend to be 
more resistant to new information.

The implication is clear. When 
weighing up issues and options, take 
a more distanced perspective. Rather 
than thinking about how circumstances 
might affect you personally, pretend that 
you are advising a friend or colleague.

Consider looking back on past 
events from this perspective too. 
Studies have shown that people who 
refl ect on past events – particularly 
mistakes and failures – from an 
immersive perspective tend to 
experience more negative feelings. 
Refl ecting from the distanced 
perspective allows them to be less 
emotional and more likely to identify 
lessons they can apply in the future.

To summarise: when it comes 
to reasoning about the future or 
refl ecting on the past, imagine that 
you are considering the consequences 
or lessons for someone else. Pretend 
you are an out-of-body observer of the 
situation. Do so and you may exercise 
better judgment. ■

For more information:

talentspace.co.uk

@robyeung

Better decisions

Watch Dr Rob Yeung 
expand on these themes at bit.
ly/ACCA-Yeung7
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The perfect: public speaker

Speaking in public is an aspect of business life that most people avoid. We’ve all heard  
witty, perceptive speakers and wondered how on earth we might reach their level. And  
we’ve all had to listen too often to lacklustre, ill-considered ramblings from people we have 
no desire to emulate.  

But with so much 
commentary and 
analysis competing 
for our time via social 
media, the ability to 
speak well in public 
is becoming highly 
prized. Happily, just 
like anything else, 
public speaking is a 
skill, which means it 
can be learned.

Francis Cahill 
of Toastmasters 
International 
advocates jumping 
right in. ‘Speak in public whenever you get the chance,’ he says. ‘It doesn’t matter if it’s for 30 
seconds or 30 minutes, step forward and take the opportunity.’

The next step is to engage your audience. Smile and look them in the eye. If you speak 
about what you know, you will be in control of your material.

Be clear and concise – and funny if you can. Don’t overdo the jokes as they can become 
a distraction, but a bit of self-deprecation or a personal anecdote is a time-honoured way of 
getting an audience onside.

Keep at it. ‘No matter how badly you feel it went – and it is usually never as bad as you think 
– get up, try again and focus on improving through practice,’ says Cahill. And travel. ‘Don’t 
always speak at the same groups. Go to the next town or visit groups you’ve never met before. 
It gives you new material, new experiences and new feedback.’ A virtuous circle in fact.

Graduates for MENA 
Youth unemployment is 28% 
in the Middle East and North 
Africa (MENA), but accountancy 
grads are in strong demand.

In a YouGov survey 
commissioned by Bayt.com, 
31% of 4,000 young people 
surveyed said getting hired in 
MENA these days was ‘very 
difficult’. Youth unemployment 
in the region is almost double 
the global average of 13%.

More than half of young 
candidates without experience 
in the workplace felt this was 
impeding their chances.

However, Suhail Masri, 
vice president for employer 
solutions at Bayt.com, told 
Gulf News there was still 
demand for newly graduated 
accountants, dentists and sales 
engineers without experience.

Soft skills for Australia
Accountants’ overall 
personality and ability to fit in 
is more attractive to employers 
than technical skills, according 
to Hays Australia.

In its Q3 assessment of 
the accountancy and finance 
sector, the recruiter stated that 
with digitisation soft skills were 
becoming ever more important.  

‘A newer trend has 
been an increasing number 
of employers looking for 
candidates with excellent 
business development and 
communication skills,’ the 
report stated.

Advances in technology 
and the decline in fees for 
compliance work means value-
adding consulting services 
are more important than ever. 
‘Employers want well-rounded 
accountants with good people 
skills,’ Hays noted.

High demand has driven 
fierce competition for talent 
among firms, with supply 
struggling to keep up.

Females for top jobs
Multinationals in India 
want women to fill top 
financial roles, according to 
a local recruiter.

Uday Chawla, managing 
partner at Transearch India, said 
his firm had seen an increase 
in multinational businesses 
seeking female candidates for 
finance roles at the C-suite level 
in the last few years. 

Speaking to The Economic 
Times, Chawla said there was 
unprecedented demand.

After the appointment 
in July of Sarvita Sethi as 
Coca-Cola’s first female head 
of finance in India, Chawla’s 
comments reinforce what The 
Economic Times described as a 
new trend among corporations 
to appoint women to the most 
senior finance posts.

In recent years India’s 
Hindustan Unilever, PepsiCo, 
Puma, Aditya Birla Group, 
Vedanta, Castrol and EMC 
have all appointed women to 
top positions in finance. 

‘This is new not only 
for India, but even the US. 
Earlier, the hiring for C-suite 
finance roles favoured men. 
But now it is based more on 
competence,’ said Chawla.

UK pay gap narrows
The pay gap between 
accountants and lawyers in the 
UK has narrowed to 13.7%, the 
narrowest margin since the 
2007–08 financial crisis struck. 

According to research by 
Nixon Williams, a provider 
of accountancy services to 
contractors, the average pay 
for chartered and certified 
accountants is now £35,923 
(3% higher than its 2007 peak) 
while the median pay for legal 
professionals is £41,602 (2.4% 
below its 2009 peak). 

Nixon Williams says 
accountancy firms have built 

up legal services divisions and 
taken work away from law firms 
by offering discounted fixed 
fees. In contrast law firms have 
struggled to make the billable 
hour model work.

Simon Curry, CEO of Nixon 
Williams, said: ‘Law firms are 
facing intense competition 
from accountants who are 
moving into process-oriented, 
high-street work. Accountancy 
firms are increasingly able to 
undercut law firms by offering 
a fixed-fee pricing model. 
This is appealing in a market 
that has become less willing 
to accept the billable hours 
charged by many law firms.’ ■ 

Sally Percy, journalist

For more information:

accacareers.com
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The agile solutionThe agile solutionThe agile solution
Management often eschews mundane spreadsheet software for strategic planning in 
favour of more sophisticated platforms, but simple is agile, argues Dagmar Recklies

warehouse solutions, such as calculations for new products and 
feasibility studies for strategic options. These calculations require 
high levels of fl exibility: they often come with many variables, 
and the business case might still change, which will mean 
changes to the calculations. These auxiliary calculations would 
be disproportionally complex to integrate into the main system.

Business warehouse and enterprise planning systems 
normally have fi nite levels of standardisation. This makes it 
diffi cult to adjust calculations – for example, through various 
project phases – so spreadsheet calculations can be a helpful 
alternative. An experienced user can easily adapt every part of 
the calculation without the help of an outside software vendor or 
even a programmer. And spreadsheet tools support a number of 
variants and scenarios too. Used in this way, spreadsheets can be 
excellent support tools to facilitate strategic decisions. 

Explaining the logic
Starting from an empty sheet, the project team has to think 
through the business logic of the particular option fi rst. Only 
then can they model this logic with formulas and calculations. 
They will immediately see the results of their calculations and can 
test them against the expected business logic. 

Spreadsheets are often criticised as being unhelpful for 
strategic planning. But this lack of sophistication can actually 
benefi t the project, as the team is forced to think through the 
whole business logic in every detail. Since they developed the 
whole calculation by themselves, they will be able to explain 
every single aspect to other stakeholders. This will lead to a 
more insightful discussion with executives and decision-makers. 
Conversely, the actual calculations within enterprise planning 
software are often perceived as some sort of black box; few 
specialists would be able to explain them in detail. 

According to a 2014 survey by BARC Business 
Intelligence Forum, Excel is by far the most popular 
business tool for planning purposes in Germany, 

Austria and Switzerland, where the spreadsheet usage rate 
is 86% as against 63% for specialised planning and business 
intelligence tools. 

The reasons are straightforward: Excel is well-known software 
that sits on computers around the world. It is very fl exible, allowing 
solutions to be created for many functions, such as questionnaire 
design, analysis of large amounts of data, visualisation of results, 
etc. Moreover, you can handle the whole process in-house – from 
the initial design of input, to calculation and output, as well as 
later adjustments. You don’t have to rely on an external software 
supplier who might disappear from the scene.

But as we all know, Excel also has downsides: spreadsheet 
tools are only as reliable as the data put into them. It is easy 
to imagine the risks that arise from even small mistakes in 
spreadsheets that are used as the basis for planning and 
strategic decisions. As journalist and writer Tim Worstall has said, 
‘Microsoft’s Excel might be the most dangerous software on the 
planet.’ The European Spreadsheet Risks Interest Group lists 
various ‘horror stories’ on its website.

So does this mean that managers undertaking complex 
calculations with wide implications should use a professional 
software platform? Data warehouses and planning systems with 
sophisticated capabilities for data analysis are far more reliable. 
They normally have data interfaces with many parts of the 
organisation, which reduces errors in data entry and transfer. And 
all functions, including data retrievals, calculations and analyses, 
are professionally designed and tested. 

However, businesses also have to perform many calculations 
that don’t easily fi t into standard enterprise planning and data 
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constantly upgrading their functionality and adding value. 
And they need to. Recently there has been evidence of 
more established brands spotting an opportunity to take on 
the disruptors at their own game, such as Ryanair recently 
launching a service that allows air passengers to book hotels 
and private rooms; the airline says it aims to become the 
‘Amazon of the skies’.

What may be needed in the future to protect dominant 
market share and a healthy operating profi t margin, and to 
promote further growth, are:

* continuous product and service innovation and new value 
creation to widen margins inch by inch

* improving customer service 

* deep thinking to evaluate new strategies, and prioritisation 
and phasing of global development plans

* local tailoring of the service

* continued scanning for potential competition

* making the brand more familiar and meaningful 

* reviewing the board to ensure that the business doesn’t 
outgrow the skills of the original founders.

In terms of management theory, Airbnb’s strategic situation is 
highlighted by the ‘resource-based theory’ (RBT) of competitive 

advantage. RBT suggests that strategic performance is improved 
by identifying the distinctive – and hard to imitate – resources 
and skills an organisation has. In Airbnb’s case, that is:

* continuous product development

* low costs 

* speed 

* agility

* first-to-market advantage.
These might look a little brittle and, as we have seen with 
Ryanair’s new proposition, this dominance will be challenged. 
But as a customer or supplier, or both, for now I will enjoy this 
cunning breakthrough. ■

Dr Tony Grundy is an independent consultant and trainer, and 
lectures at Henley Business School

For more information:

tonygrundy.com

For previous Tony Grundy articles on strategy and 
management theories, visit accaglobal.com/abcpd

Watch our 
series of 
interviews 
with 

high-profi le ACCA 
members at
bit.ly/abinterviews 

* CFO of Singapore’s Land Transport 
Authority Alice Tan FCCA on her 
career journey

* Senior vice president of finance at Atlantis The 
Palm Conor Lawler ACCA talks about life at 
Dubai’s iconic resort

* Senior continuous improvement practitioner 
at Shell US and ACCA USA vice chairman 
Siobhan Pandya FCCA on thinking big

* CFO of England Rugby Steve Brown FCCA 
talks rock bands and the Rugby World Cup

* Partner at PwC Nigeria Taiwo Oyedele FCCA 
on making it to the top in Nigeria

* ACCA president Datuk Alexandra Chin FCCA 
describes her inspirational journey

* EY Singapore partner Gajendran Vyapuri 
FCCA talks about the global mobility that his 
role and the ACCA Qualification afford him

Take one
Accounting and Business has produced a series of video interviews with ACCA members from 
around the world. See how they bring their professional skills to bear in their varied roles

Have you got an interesting story to tell? Get in touch abeditor@accaglobal.com
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The same holds true for discussing any initiative throughout 
the organisation. Spreadsheets are like a common language. 
This is a huge advantage for strategic decisions. It also eliminates 
a significant proportion of perceived uncertainty within the 
financials. There may still be uncertainty about the assumptions 
and parameters, but the whole team can agree on how the 
project should be calculated. 

Earning trust
There is one essential pre-condition for spreadsheet tools to truly 
support strategic decision-making: the tool itself has to earn the 
trust of all stakeholders and audiences of the results. Only a tool 
that everybody accepts as reliable will lead to a discussion that 
focuses on the strategic issues instead of the calculations. Here 
are some established best practices for building financial models.

* Make sure your tool looks professional and trustworthy. 
It has to work neatly without any error messages. Have a 
user-friendly interface for data entries and results. The actual 
calculations should take place on other sheets. 

* Develop your own general system and structure for 
Excel tools and rigorously apply it: colour codes, naming 
conventions, formats, table structures, etc. Other users will 
then find it easier to orient themselves in your tools.

* Write documentation for all tools. Use it to explain what the 
tool calculates where, how and why.

* Always have somebody else check your tool from top to 
bottom. This may even be a job for external consultants. That 
way you can eliminate existing errors, get valuable advice for 
improvements and significantly increase your tool’s credibility.

* Generously offer to explain your tool in any detail to 
everybody interested. This is about credibility again. You also 
have to make sure that your tool is well understood by all 
users and recipients of the results.

* Do sensitivity tests, including for limited ranges. Do your 
results change as expected if you change particular input 
values? Document the tests and tell everybody about them. ■ 

Dagmar Recklies is a consultant in corporate strategy, strategic 
positioning and digital communication

For more information:

See the European Spreadsheet Risks Interest Group’s 
spreadsheet horror stories at bit.ly/eusprig-horror

themanager.org 
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In the right 
direction
Sound lessons about getting direction in your life come 
from various quarters. David Parmenter examines some 
of those that will get you where you want to go

success looks like – a treasure map – we will travel towards it. 
Take a sheet of paper and set out how you envisage success 

– with your partner, your family, your friends, your health, your 
hobbies, your career and your retirement savings. State your 
goals and add pictures from magazines to help you visualise 
the outcomes you seek. The more pictures the better. My fi rst 
treasure map had an image of a motorbike, a BMW 100RS, which 
is quite rare. Two years later I owned an exact replica of that bike, 
in the same paint combination. Read any self-help book, ask any 
achiever, and they will tell you that visualisation is the key.  

I discovered Kerry Spackman’s book The Winner’s Bible in 
an airport bookshop. It describes a concept similar to treasure 
mapping – a folder that includes aspirational sayings and the 
goals you have set for yourself. Each day you pick up your 
winner’s bible and read the pages that resonate that day. ■

David Parmenter is a writer and presenter on measuring, 
monitoring and managing performance

In his song Any Road, the late George Harrison wrote, 
‘If you don’t know where you’re going, any road will 
take you there.’ The statement is profound, and possibly 

inspired by the dialogue between Alice and the Cheshire 
Cat in Lewis Carroll’s Alice’s Adventures in Wonderland, and 
it has relevance today. With our fi xation on immediacy, we 
frequently confuse being busy – pushing texts and emails 
around the stratosphere – with forward momentum. Never 
have we been so active, yet so stationary.

In a recent address on ‘the art of deliberate success’, the 
author and business coach David Keane asked: ‘What does 
success mean to you?’ It’s a question we should all ask ourselves. 
Keane explained how clarity, priority and execution need to work 
together: for example, where you have clarity and prioritisation 
without execution, you won’t progress towards success. The 
sweet spot is where the three elements collide. 

Leadership coach Jim Collins called it fi nding ‘your 
hedgehog’ – the place where you are untouchable. In his 
book Good to Great, Collins summarises the key to business 
success in a Venn diagram, which can be applied equally to us 
as individuals. The fi rst circle in the diagram tells us to focus 
on an area where we can be a world expert. This is not as hard 
as it sounds, providing you look for a fi eld specifi c to your 
experiences, where you have already made progress. Make sure 
it’s free from competing experts, then get your 10,000 hours into 
that space as soon as possible.

The second circle involves identifying your passion. Where your 
passion and your expertise collide is an agreeable place to be – 
work and play merge. The third circle is economic demand: it is 
simple common sense to focus on something others will pay for.

Turning point
I once attended a life skills course called ‘turning point’. It was 
the fi rst time I was exposed to the power of the subconscious 
and its ability to pursue a target. If we have a vision of what 

Next steps

1. Read David Keane’s book The Art of Deliberate Success, 
or Kerry Spackman’s The Winner’s Bible.

2. Start your treasure-mapping process. Email me 
(parmenter@waymark.co.nz) for guidelines on how to 
prepare a treasure map.

For more information:

davidparmenter.com

David Parmenter gives masterclasses in London on 11 and 
21 October, see bit.ly/parm-11oct and bit.ly/parm-21oct

Your inner hedgehog

What can 
you be 

best in the 
world at?

What 
drives your 
economic 
engine?

What are you deeply 
passionate about?
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Capital’s challenge
There are major challenges in reporting the capital structure of 
entities, as Graham Holt explains

Often the advice given to 
investors is to focus on 
cash and cashfl ow when 
analysing corporate reports. 
Insuffi cient fi nancial capital 
can cause liquidity problems 
and suffi cient fi nancial capital 
is essential for business 
growth. Any discussion of 
the management of fi nancial 
capital is normally linked to 
entities that are subject to 
external capital requirements 
but the topic is just as 
important for those entities 
that do not have any such 
regulatory obligations. 

What it is
Financial capital is defi ned in 
several ways. The term has 
no single accepted defi nition, 
having been variously 
interpreted as the equity held 
by shareholders or equity plus 
debt capital including fi nance 
leases. The defi nition chosen 
can obviously affect the way in 
which capital is measured, and 
that in turn has an impact on 
the return on capital employed 
(ROCE) fi gure. 

An understanding of what 
an entity views as capital 
and its strategy for capital 
management is important 

to all companies and not 
just banks and insurance 
companies. Users of 
fi nancial reports have 
diverse views about what 
is important in their 
analysis of capital. Some 
focus on the entity’s 
historical invested 
capital, some concern 
themselves with its accounting 
capital, and others look to its 
market capitalisation.

Investor needs
Investors have specifi c but 
different needs for information 
about the entity’s capital 
depending on the approach 
they take to the valuation 
of the business. For 
example, if their valuation 
approach is based on a 
dividend model, then a 
shortage of capital may 
have an impact on 
future dividends. 
If, however, 
ROCE is used 
for comparing 
the performance 
of entities, then 
investors need to 
know the nature and 
the quantity of 
the historical 

capital 
employed in the 
business. There is 
diversity in practice 
as to what different 
companies see as 
capital and how it 
is managed.

There 
are various 

requirements 
for entities 

to disclose 
information 
about 
capital. In 

drafting IFRS 7, 
Financial 

Instruments: 
Disclosures, the 
International 
Accounting 
Standards Board 

(IASB) considered 
whether it should 

require disclosures 
about capital. In any 

assessment of the risk 
profi le of an entity, the 
management and level 
of the entity’s capital is an 
important consideration.

The IASB believes that 
disclosures about capital 
are useful for all entities, 
although it does not intend 
for those disclosures to 
replace the ones required 
by regulators as the latter’s 
reasons for disclosure may 
differ from those of the IASB. 
As an entity’s capital does 
not relate solely to fi nancial 
instruments, the IASB has 

included these disclosures 
in IAS 1, Presentation of 
Financial Statements, 
rather than IFRS 7. 
IFRS 7 requires some 
specifi c disclosures 
about fi nancial 
liabilities; it does 
not lay down similar 
requirements for 
equity instruments. 

The IASB 
considered whether 

the defi nition of capital 
is different from the defi nition 
of equity in IAS 32, Financial 
Instruments: Presentation. 
In most cases disclosure of 
capital would be the same as 
for equity but it might include 
or exclude some elements. 
The disclosure of capital is 
intended to give entities the 
ability to describe their view of 
the elements of capital if this 
is different from equity.

IAS 1 disclosures
As a result, IAS 1 requires an 
entity to disclose information 
that enables users to evaluate 
its objectives, policies and 
processes for managing 
capital. This objective 
is gained by disclosing 
qualitative and quantitative 
data. The former should 
include narrative information 
such as what the company 
manages as capital, whether 
there are any external 
capital requirements, and 
how those requirements 
are incorporated into the 
management of capital. 

Some entities regard some 
fi nancial liabilities as elements 
of capital while other entities 
regard capital as excluding 
some components of equity 
– for example, those arising 
from cashfl ow hedges. The 

IAS 1 requires an 
entity to disclose 
information that 

enables users 
to evaluate its 

objectives, policies 
and processes for 
managing capital
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IASB decided not to 
require quantitative 
disclosure of externally 
imposed capital 
requirements. It 
decided instead 
that there should 
be disclosure 
of whether 
the entity has 
complied with any 
external capital 
requirements, 
and, if not, the 
consequences of 
non-compliance. 
Further, there is 
no requirement 
to disclose the 
capital targets set 
by management and 
whether the entity 
has complied with 
those targets, or the 
consequences of any 
non-compliance.

Examples
Examples of some 
of the disclosures 
made by entities 
include information 
as to how the 
fi nancial gearing 
is managed, how 
capital is managed 
to sustain product 
development, and how 
ratios are used to evaluate 
the appropriateness of the 
capital structure. An entity 
bases such disclosures 
on the information that is 
provided internally to key 
management personnel. 

If the entity operates in 
several jurisdictions whose 
different external capital 
requirements would render 
an aggregate disclosure of 
capital of little value, then the 
entity may disclose separate 
information for each separate 
capital requirement. 

Besides the requirements 
of IAS 1, the International 
Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) practice statement on 
management commentary 
suggests that management 
should include forward-

looking information in the 
commentary when it is aware 
of trends, uncertainties 
or other factors that 

could affect the entity’s 
capital resources. 

Companies Act
Additionally, some 
jurisdictions make 
capital disclosures 
part of their legal 
requirements. In 
the UK, section 414 
of the Companies 
Act 2006 deals 
with the contents of 

the strategic report and 
requires a ‘balanced and 
comprehensive analysis’ 
of the development 
and performance of 
the business during 
the period and the 
position of the 
company at the 
end of that period.

Section 414 
further requires 
that (to the extent 
necessary for an 
understanding of 
the development, 
performance or 
position of the 
business) the 
strategic report 
should include 
an analysis using 
key performance 
indicators. It makes 
sense that any analysis 
of a company’s 
fi nancial position 
should include a 

consideration of how much 
capital it has and its suffi ciency 
for the company’s needs. 

The Financial Reporting 
Council’s guidance on the 
strategic report suggests 
that comments should 
appear in the report on 
the entity’s fi nancing 
arrangements such as changes 
in net debt or the fi nancing of 
long-term liabilities.

Capitalisation table
The annual report is not 
the only document that 
an investor may consult to 
fi nd details of an entity’s 
capital structure. 

Where the entity is 
involved in a fi nancial 
transaction, such as a sale 
of bonds or equities, 
it typically produces a 
capitalisation table 
in a prospectus that 
shows the effects 
of the proposed 
transactions 
on its capital 
structure. The 
capitalisation 
table lays 
out the 
ownership 
and debt 
interests 
in the 
entity, 
but 
may 
also 
show 
its 

potential 
funding sources, 
and the effect 
that any public 
offerings will have. 

The table may 
present the pro 
forma impact of 
events that will 
occur as a result 
of an offering such 
as the automatic 

Debt and equity 
instruments can 

have different 
levels of right, 

benefit and risk

conversion of preferred stock, 
the issuing of common stock, 
or the use of the proceeds 
raised by the offering for 
the repayment of debt or 
other purposes. 

The IASB does not 
require such a table to be 

disclosed, but it is 
often required 

by securities 
regulators. 

For example, 
in the US, the 

capitalisation table 
is used to calculate 
key operational 
metrics. Amedica 

Corporation announced 
in February this year that 

it had ‘made signifi cant 
advancements in its ongoing 
initiative toward improving 

its capitalisation table, 
capitalisation and 
operational structure’. 

It can be seen that 
information regarding 

an entity’s capital 
structure is spread across 

several documents including 
the management commentary, 
the notes to fi nancial 
statements, interim accounts 
and any document required by 
securities regulators.

Debt and equity
Essentially there are two 
classes of capital reported in 
fi nancial statements – namely, 
debt and equity. However, 
debt and equity instruments 
can have different levels of 
right, benefi t and risk. 

When an entity issues a 
fi nancial instrument, it has to 
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determine its 
classifi cation 
either as debt 
or as equity. The 
classifi cation that is 
assigned can have a 
signifi cant effect on 
the entity’s reported 
results and fi nancial 
position. Classifying an 
instrument as a liability 
affects an entity’s gearing 
ratios and results in any 
payments being treated 
as interest and charged 
to earnings; classifying it as 
equity may be seen as diluting 
existing equity interests. 

IAS 32 sets out the 
nature of the classifi cation 
process but the standard 
is principle-based and 
the resulting outcomes 
are sometimes surprising 
to users. IAS 32 does not 
look to the legal form of 
an instrument but focuses 
instead on the instrument’s 
contractual obligations. 

IAS 32 
considers the 
substance of 
the fi nancial 
instrument, 
applying the 
defi nitions to 
the instrument’s 

contractual 
rights and 

obligations. The 
wide variety of 
instruments 
can make this 
classifi cation 

diffi cult, with the application 
of the principles occasionally 
resulting in instruments 
that seem like equity being 
accounted for as liabilities. 
Recent developments in 
fi nancial instrument types have 
added further complexity to 
capital structures, leading to 
diffi culties in interpretation 
and understanding.

The IASB has undertaken 
a research project with the 
aim of improving accounting 
for fi nancial instruments that 
have characteristics of both 
liabilities and equity. The 
IASB has a major challenge 
in determining the best 
way to report the effects 
of recent innovations in 
capital structure.

Diversity and difficulty
There is a diversity of 
thinking about capital, which 
is not surprising given the 

issues with defi ning equity, the 
diffi culty in locating sources 

For more information:

ifrs.org

of information about capital, 
and the diversity of business 
models in an economy. 

Capital needs are highly 
business-specifi c and are 
infl uenced by many factors 
such as debt covenants 
and the preservation of 
debt ratings. The variety 
and inconsistency of capital 
disclosures can complicate the 
decision-making for investors. 
The details underlying a 
company’s capital structure are 
therefore essential in helping 
them assess any potential 
change in an entity’s fi nancial 
fl exibility and value. ■

Graham Holt is director of 
professional studies at the 
accounting, fi nance and 
economics department at 
Manchester Metropolitan 
Business School
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Technically speaking 
Aidan Clifford provides a monthly roundup of the latest developments in audit, financial 
reporting, tax, access to finance and law 

Regulator strategy
The Charities Regulatory 
Authority has published its 
statement of strategy 2016-
18, which sets out how the 
regulator intends to carry out 
its role and what its priorities 
are up to 2018. 

The aim set out in the 
document is that the regulator 
‘will provide effective and 
robust regulation, which is 
transparent, accountable 
and proportionate, targeting 
resources and effort at the 
areas of highest risk’. 

The strategies are set out in 
some detail in the document 
and include developing an 
accounting and reporting 
framework for charities. 
The hope must be that the 
intention is to adopt the 
statement of recommended 
practice (SORP) for charities 
rather than develop a new 
set of rules and re-invent 
the wheel. 

A lot of the document 
discusses ‘assisting’ or 
‘enforcing’ compliance with 
the rules. The transparency 
achieved by charities 
complying with the SORP will 
ensure that strict compliance 
with the rules does not mask 
any ineffectiveness in the 
delivery of the charitable 
objectives. SORP-compliance 
will make it clear whether a 
charity is ineffective even if it is 
following the accounting and 
reporting rules.  

The statement of strategy 
is at bit.ly/CRA-strategy. 
More details about the 
strategy can be found at 
bit.ly/charities-reg. 

In more charity news, 
sections 91 and 92 of the 
Charities Act 2009 have come 
into force. Section 91 allows 
for the provision of indemnity 
insurance for charity trustees. 
Section 92 requires the consent 
of the regulator to be sought if 

any proceeds of the dissolution 
of a charity are to be paid to 
any member of that charity.  

Defined benefit pensions 
The Irish Auditing and 
Accounting Supervisory 
Authority (IAASA) has 
conducted a survey into the 
assumptions used by Irish 
companies in calculating 
pension deficits or surpluses.

The survey focused on 
the assumptions for discount 
rate, rate of increase in salary, 
rate of increase of pensions 
in payment, and inflation. 
The first of these has become 
very problematic as the yield 
on good-quality corporate 
bonds has plummeted and 
the discount rate to be used 
for pensions is based on such 
bonds – all other things being 
equal, the lower the discount 
rate, the higher the pension 
deficit. Even tiny changes in 
the discount rate will often 
have very material effects. 

Survey findings include:

* Four issuers with a year-end  
of 31 December 2015 have 
disclosed discount rates for 
the eurozone ranging from 
2.2% to 2.7%.

* Three issuers have salary 
increase assumptions for 
the eurozone ranging from 
1% to 3.18%.

* Five issuers with schemes 
in Ireland have assumptions 
that indicate that there 
will be no increase to the 
pensions in payment.

* Five issuers with a year-end 
of 31 December 2015 have 
disclosed inflation rate 
assumptions for Ireland 
ranging from 1.4% to 1.75%.

Variation in actuarial 
assumptions can have a 
material impact on issuers’ 
defined benefit obligations. 
IAASA has warned boards and 
audit committees to pay close 
attention to the assumptions 
they use when preparing 
financial statements.

Accounting directive
When enacted, the Companies 
Accounting Bill 2016 will 
transpose the EU accounting 
directive into legislation for 
Ireland. However, the delay 
of over a year in transposing 
the directive has led to extra 
accounting compliance cost 
for some companies. The bill 
proposes some retrospective 
application to minimise the 
number of companies affected. 

While micro business will 
like what is coming in the 
legislation going through 
the Oireachtas, unlimited 
companies with limited non-
disclosure structures won’t. 

Aidan Clifford is advisory 
services manager, 

ACCA Ireland

Micro Small Medium

Turnover €700,000 €12m €40m

Gross  
assets €350,000 €6m €20m

Employees 10 50 250

Size criteria for FRS 102 section 1A
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The bill proposes a new 
micro company regime 
and other changes which, if 
enacted, will allow for the use 
in Ireland of section 1A of FRS 
102 by small companies and 
FRS 105 by micro companies. 
Small, medium and micro 
companies can use section 1A 
as long as they do not exceed 
two of the three size criteria 
listed in the table on page 52.

There are also size limits for 
groups, which are expressed 
in gross (no consolidation 
eliminations) and net (after 
consolidation eliminations). 

In general terms the smaller 
the company, the fewer 
disclosures need to be made. 
Micro companies, for example, 
will not need to disclose 
directors’ remuneration, and 
FRS 105 when applied to 
micro entities will not have 
a requirement to disclose 
related party transactions.  

Section 76 of the bill 
amends section 1274 of the 
Companies Act 2014. It will 
require every ‘designated 
unlimited company’ to file 
financial statements. The 
ownership of some Irish 
companies is structured in 
such a way that they have 
unlimited liability in Ireland 
and do not have to file 
accounts at the Companies 
Registration Office (CRO); 
however, they achieve an 
effective limited liability via a 
chain of limited and unlimited 
ownership structures, with 
some entities registered in 
offshore jurisdictions. 

While there will be an army 
of accountants and lawyers 
looking for a loophole in the 
wording, the objective is to 
allow only truly unlimited 
companies to avoid filing 
financial statements and to 
force unlimited companies 
with effective limited liability 
to file accounts in public. 

The bill also proposes 
a new requirement for 
large companies and large 
groups and certain entities 
active in the mining and 

extractive industries to make 
disclosures about payments 
to governments. 

There are numerous 
technical corrections and 
amendments in the 161 
pages of the bill. It has been 
suggested that the bill has 
not accurately applied the 
audit exemption parts of the 
directive as correct application 
would not allow for audit 
exemption for late annual 
returns in micro companies. 
ACCA will be exploring this 
issue further as there is a 
consensus among members 
that the late annual return 
audit requirement is unfair. 

The expectation is that the 
bill will become law by the end 
of the year.

Operating leases
The requirement in IAS 17 
to disclose operating lease 
commitments is being 
replaced by IFRS 16, Leases. 
Effective from 1 January 2019, 
IFRS 16 will, with some minor 
exceptions, require operating 
leases to be capitalised on 
entities’ balance sheets. 

IAASA has just conducted a 
survey of IAS 17 disclosures (to 
be found at bit.ly/OL-survey) 
and notes that operating 
lease commitment amounts, 
which are currently off balance 
sheet, can be substantial. They 
amount to €2.1bn in the case 
of building materials company 
CRH, for example, and over 
€100m each in 10 of the 28 
companies studied. 

The study notes 
that under IFRS 16 
these amounts will 
come on balance 
sheet and may 
affect covenants 
as well as trigger 
presentation 
changes in financial 
statements and 
modify some key 
ratios. IAASA 
notes that it is 
not in a position 
to estimate 
the amount of 

operating lease commitments 
that will be capitalised by the 
entity concerned. 

It also points out that under 
IAS 8 an entity must disclose if 
it has not adopted a new IFRS 
that has been issued but is 
not yet mandatory. The same 
standard requires an entity to 
disclose known or reasonably 
estimatable information 
relevant to assessing the 
impact that initial application 
of the new IFRS could have on 
its financial statements. 

IASB investor update
You can keep up to date with 
all changes and proposed 
changes to International 
Financial Reporting Standards 
(IFRS) by reading the investor 
update magazine published by 
the International Accounting 
Standards Board (IASB). You 
can view the latest edition or 
sign up for the newsletter at 
bit.ly/IASB-update.

In further IFRS 
developments, the July 
2016 IFRS Interpretations 
Committee update discusses 
changes to IAS 21, The 
Effects of Changes in Foreign 
Exchange Rates, IAS 19, 
Employee Benefits, and 
IAS 12, Income Taxes.

Enforcement decisions
The European Securities and 
Markets Authority (ESMA) 
has issued a report on the 
enforcement decisions taken 
by EU regulators. The extract 
includes, on an anonymous 

The objective is 
to force unlimited 

companies with 
effective limited 

liability to file 
accounts in public

basis, two decisions taken 
by IAASA, each of which 
has already been published 
by IAASA. 

Anonymous decisions by 
other EU accounting enforcers 
include decisions about:

*  presentation of gains 
arising from the sale of an 
intangible asset

* reverse acquisition of a 
listed shell company

* determination of whether 
a dealer network acquired 
in a business combination 
is an intangible asset with 
indefinite useful life

* exchange of a business 
for an interest in a 
subsidiary and subsequent 
distribution of the acquired 
subsidiary to owners

* measurement of a deferred 
tax liability relating to 
biological assets. 

The report is available at 
bit.ly/ESMA-enforcement.

DAC/Ltd conversions
Under the 2014 Companies 
Act, all existing private 
companies limited by shares 
have the option of converting 
to a Ltd or DAC company type 
during a transition period that 
ends on 30 November 2016. 
The alternative is that the 
company will be automatically 
converted to an Ltd after 
1 December. Companies 
can choose to convert 
subsequently, but it may then 
cost more to do so. A rush of 
applications is expected before 
the deadline. More at cro.ie.

FRS 102 help for CUs 
ACCA is providing resources 
for credit unions switching to 
FRS 102. There are example 
financial statements under 
FRS 102, a detailed explanation 
of the five accounting changes 
credit unions may need to put 
through to convert from old 
UK GAAP, and an example of 
the mathematics needed to 
convert investment accounting 
from old GAAP to FRS 102. 
All are free to download at 
accaglobal.com/cu. ■ 
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Tax update
Cora O’Brien reports on the government’s response to the European Commission’s 
controversial Apple tax ruling, as well as changes to tax return forms and tax treaties

Pay and file 2016
The deadline for filing income 
tax returns for 2015 and paying 
preliminary tax for 2016 is fast 
approaching. Revenue recently 
released a revised operational 
manual on the 2015 income 
tax return form. A number of 
revisions have been made to 
the ROS Form 11 affecting 
how information is entered 
and displayed, and Revenue 
encourages all Form 11 filers 
to read the manual, which 
can be accessed via Revenue 
eBrief number 76/16.

Revenue has extended 
the opening hours for its ROS 
helpdesks to deal with the 
high volume of calls it receives 
during peak filing season. The 
helpdesks will be open until 
8pm most evenings from 24 
October, and until midnight 
on the night of the ROS filing 
deadline of 10 November.

iXBRL extension 
Revenue has released an 
eBrief on its changes to the 
filing deadline for financial 
statements in iXBRL format. 
The concessional 21-day 
extension to the corporation 
tax return deadline for 
submitting financial 
statements in iXBRL is 

increased to three months for 
accounting periods ending on 
or after 1 December 2015. 

If the iXBRL financial 
statements for these periods 
are filed later than three 
months after the due date 
for the corporation tax 
return form, a late filing 
surcharge of 10% of the 
tax liability will apply.

The deadline for filing 
the corporation tax return 
form (Form CT1) remains 
unchanged. It is also important 
to note that Revenue practice 
remains to withhold tax 
repayments pending receipt of 
the iXBRL financial statements. 

A number of new iXBRL 
taxonomies are 
in development. 
These are the 
Irish-extended 
taxonomies for 
FRS 101, FRS 102 
and EU-adopted 
IFRS. Meanwhile, 
Revenue is 
accepting financial 
statements 
tagged with the 
currently available 
taxonomies – 
for example, 
Irish GAAP. 

Tax treaty changes
As part of the Base Erosion 
and Profit Shifting (BEPS) 
project, the OECD has made 
recommendations for updating 
tax treaties. The US published 
a new model tax treaty earlier 
this year and negotiations have 
begun with the Department 
of Finance on updating the 
Ireland/US tax treaty, which 
dates back nearly 20 years. 

The department has invited 
comments from stakeholders 
on the updated US model 
tax treaty and on elements of 
the Ireland/US treaty. Visit the 
department’s website for more 
on how to participate. 

Apple tax battle
Irish finance minister Michael 
Noonan has announced his 
profound disagreement with 
the European Commission’s 
decision that Ireland breached 
state aid rules in relation to 
taxing Apple (see page 28).

The Dáil has voted to 
support the government’s 
decision to appeal against the 
commission’s ruling, and also:

* resolves that no company 
or individual receives 
preferential tax treatment 
contrary to the tax acts 

The finance 
minister has 

committed to 
a review of the 

corporation 
tax code by an 

independent 
expert

* commits it to the highest 
international standards in 
corporate tax transparency

* affirms its commitment 
to the 12.5% corporation 
tax rate, the R&D tax 
credit and the Knowledge 
Development Box as well 
as affirming its view that 
tax is a competence for 
member states as set out in 
the EU treaties.  

Noonan has also committed 
to a review of the corporation 
tax code, to be carried out 
by an independent expert. 
Corporation tax policy was 
last reviewed in 2014, and 
there have been significant 
developments in international 
tax since especially in light of 
the BEPS project.

Anti-tax avoidance 
EU finance ministers have now 
adopted the anti-tax avoidance 
directive, which proposes a 
number of anti-abuse measures 
directed against the five most 
common areas of aggressive 
tax planning:

* deductibility of interest

* controlled foreign company 
(CFC) rules

* hybrid mismatches

* general anti-abuse rule

* exit taxation.
The majority of the measures 
must be transposed into 
domestic legislation by the end 
of 2018. Member states can 
choose to defer the adoption 
of exit tax rules until 2020.In 
addition, those that already 
have targeted rules that are 
‘equally effective’ as the 
directive’s rules on interest 
limitation may continue to use 
them until 2024. ■ 

Cora O’Brien is director of 
technical services at the Irish 
Tax Institute

► Biting back
Michael Noonan, Ireland’s 
finance minister, vowed 
to fight a European 
Commission ruling that 
could force Apple to pay at 
least €13bn
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Tax diary
Financial professionals working in Ireland will need to take note of the following important 
dates and deadlines for October and November 2016, supplied by the Irish Tax Institute

Companies

Dividend withholding tax
14 October
Dividend withholding tax 
return filing and payment 
date (for distributions made in 
September 2016).

Corporation tax 
21 October 
Due date for payment of 
preliminary tax for companies 
with a financial year ended 
30 November 2016 (ROS 
extension to 23 October 2016).

Corporation tax
21 October
Last date for filing corporation 
tax return and making final 
payment for financial year 
ended 31 January 2016 (ROS 
extension to 23 October 2016).  

Corporation tax
21 October
Due date for payment of initial 
instalments of preliminary tax 
for ‘large’ companies with a 
financial year ended 30 April 
2017 (ROS extension to 23 
October 2016).

Form 46G – return of 
third-party information
31 October
Last date for filing third-party 
payments return 46G for 
companies with a financial year 
ending on 31 January 2016.

Dividend withholding tax
14 November
Dividend withholding tax 
return filing and payment 
date (for distributions made in 
October 2016).

Corporation tax
21 November
Due date for payment 
of preliminary tax for 
companies with a financial 
year ended 31 December 
2016 (ROS extension to 23 
November 2016).

Corporation tax
21 November
Last date for filing 
corporation tax return 
and making final 
payment for financial 
year ended 29 February 
2016 (ROS extension to 
23 November 2016).  

Corporation tax
21 November
Due date for payment of initial 
instalments of preliminary tax 
for ‘large’ companies with 
a financial year ended 31 
May 2017 (ROS extension to 
23 November 2016).

Form 46G – return of 
third-party information
30 November
Last date for filing third-party 
payments return 46G for 
companies with a financial year 
ending on 29 February 2016.

General 
 
PAYE
14 October
P30 monthly return and 
payment for September 
2016 (ROS extension to 
23 October 2016).

Professional services 
withholding tax
14 October
F30 (PSWT) monthly return 
and payment for September 
2016 (ROS extension to 
23 October 2016).

Relevant contracts tax
23 October
Monthly RCT return and 
payment date (if required) for 
September 2016 (principal 
contractors file via ROS).

Capital gains tax
31 October
Capital gains return for 2015.

Capital acquisitions tax
31 October 
Return and payment of CAT 
for gifts or inheritances with 
a valuation date between 
1 September 2015 and 
31August 2015.

Income tax 
31 October
Deadline for payment of 
preliminary tax for 2016, filing  
of income tax return for 2015 
and payment of any outstanding 
balance for 2015 if not paying 
and filing via ROS
 
PAYE
14 November
P30 monthly return and 
payment for October 
2016 (ROS extension to 
23 November 2016).

Professional services 
withholding tax
14 November
F30 (PSWT) monthly return and 
payment for October 2016 (ROS 
extension to 23 November 2016).

VAT
19 November
Bi-monthly VAT 3 return and 
payment for September/
October 2016 (ROS extension  
to 23 November 2016).

Relevant contracts tax
23 November
Monthly RCT return and 
payment date (if required) 
for October 2016 (principal 
contractors file via ROS). ■

Information supplied by the 
Irish Tax Institute

Disclaimer: This is a calendar 
of the main tax compliance 
deadlines but is not intended 
to be an exhaustive list. While 
every effort has been made 
to ensure the accuracy of 
this information, the Irish Tax 
Institute does not accept any 
responsibility for loss or damage 
occasioned by any person 
acting, or refraining from acting, 
as a result of this material.
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NI tax update
Glenn Collins, ACCA UK’s head of technical advisory, provides a monthly roundup of the 
latest tax developments of relevance to practitioners in Northern Ireland

Making Tax Digital
As you will have seen, 
following several months of 
anticipation, HMRC finally 
launched its opening Making 
Tax digital (MTD) salvo. The six 
consultations making up the 
suite are open for comment 
until 7 November:

* Bringing business tax into 
the digital age

* Simplifying tax for 
unincorporated businesses

* Transforming the tax 
system through the better 
use of information

* Tax administration

* Simplified cash basis for 
unincorporated property 
businesses

* Voluntary pay as you go.
HMRC’s position is clear 
in the consultations and is 
illustrated by the statement: 
‘We believe that the full 
benefits of digital capability 
can only be delivered for all 
parties by mandating the 
use of digital record keeping 
software that links to and 
updates business’s digital 
accounts with HMRC.’ 

Clearly HMRC’s view is 
that businesses must record 
business information in the 
form that HMRC requires and 
that it must be sent to HMRC 
each quarter. Failure will result 
in a penalty. HMRC also makes 
it clear in paragraph 8.15 of 
Bringing business tax into the 
digital age that user testing 
is already due to take place 
in the second half of 2016 
and throughout 2017. It is still 
important, though, to make 
sure that your voice is heard, 
and we would encourage you 
to comment on the merits 
of MTD and consider some 
of the key questions in the 
consultation document.

HMRC proposes that MTD 
will apply for: 

* income tax and national 
insurance in April 2018

* VAT obligations in April 
2019

* corporation tax obligations 
in April 2020.

A lot of time is spent restating 
that HMRC thinks MTD is a 
great idea, that it thinks the 
changes proposed will benefit 
businesses, that it thinks 
that information submitted 
to HMRC in this way is not a 
‘return’, and highlighting that 
it has listened to comments 
and has made improvements 
to MTD.

You can save quite a bit of 
time by not looking at the case 
studies and spotting the basic 
advice that would help these 
fictional characters run better 
businesses. But they are all, 
according to the consultations, 
very happy with HMRC.

Many of you have already 
responded to the briefing note 
ACCA sent in August, where 
we invited your comments 
and asked for your business 
insight and expertise. The 
overwhelming majority of your 
comments highlight the cost 
to business, and that MTD will 
take up management time 
and prevent businesses from 
looking at new opportunities. 
The feedback included a 
comment from a practitioner 
who stated: ‘I have been 
contacted by a number 
of my clients recently who 
are universally horrified at 
these proposals.’ 

The areas we discussed in 
the email were:

* timelines

* tax simplification

* costs

* penalties

* exemptions

* overlap relief

* calculation of profits.
You can find the briefing note 
at bit.ly/ACCA-MTD-upd.

Please continue to send 
your comments, together with 
any other thoughts on MTD, to 
advisory@accaglobal.com.

Notice updates
VAT Notice 708: buildings and 
construction replaces one 
of the same name issued in 
August 2014. It now shows that 
a dwelling can consist of more 
than one building. Paragraph 
2.1 states that ‘A combination 
of buildings may form a single 
dwelling, provided they are 
designed to function together 
for that purpose. For example, 

where you have two buildings, 
one building may comprise a 
lounge and kitchen, and the 
other comprises the bedrooms 
and bathroom.’ 

This reflects a change 
highlighted in Revenue and 
Customs Brief 13 (2016): 
VAT, the liability treatment 
of a dwelling formed from 
more than one building. 
(bit.ly/vat-dwell), which 
summarises the change in 
HMRC’s policy following the 
First Tier Tribunal cases of 
Mark Catchpole (TC01995) 
and Mr T Fox (TC01957). 

VAT Notice 741A: place 
of supply of services replaces 
one of the same name issued 
in February 2010 and has also 
been rewritten. ■ 

Digital discussions

Agent Talking Points are weekly online digital 
meetings aimed at tax agents, usually lasting 45 
minutes to an hour. The sessions provide agents with 
the opportunity to ask questions of subject matter 
experts from HMRC, across a range of different topics. 
A list of current and past webinars, including those 
on Agent Services, Making Tax Digital, security and 
cybercrime, can be found at bit.ly/hmrc-atp. 
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The view from
Naomi Daly ACCA, manager in consulting at Deloitte, 
and member of the Leinster Members Panel

My department in Deloitte is focused 
on fi nance transformation. We work 
with CFOs and others to drive business 
performance and shareholder value, and 
improve operational effectiveness and 
effi ciency within the fi nance organisation.

During the recession, cost reduction 
and control were strong priorities 
for many organisations. As the Irish 
economy rebounds, the focus is shifting 
towards new opportunities for growth and 
an understanding of how emerging digital 
technologies can support the delivery of 
strategy. Demand for talent is also rising, 
as organisations look to attract additional 
skills to seize growth opportunities.
 
My current role centres on setting up 
a new centre of excellence within a 

shared services centre for a life sciences 
company. My role as a project manager 
involves working with multiple stakeholder 
functions across a large global 
organisation to implement and centralise 
new fi nance processes to support the 
wider organisational strategy.  

Longer term my goal is to continue 
developing my management skills and 
building my network of ACCA peers. 
I enjoy being on the Leinster Members’ 
Panel immensely, and hope I can promote 
the qualifi cation to new joiners, and 
support and represent existing members 
for many years to come.

One of the major trends we are noticing 
at the moment is a sense of cautious 
optimism despite the recent outcome 
of the UK EU referendum. CFOs may 
be anticipating challenges in the form 
of increased complexity and cost due to 
different regulatory requirements in the 
EU and the UK, or uncertainty around 
workforce mobility. However, the desire 
to seize new opportunities, particularly 
through organic growth, remains strong. 

The standard of entrants coming 
through our graduate programme 
seems to get higher each year, so the 
pipeline of future fi nance leaders is 
strong. I think the future is very bright for 
young fi nance professionals.

The most important business lesson I 
have learned in my career is the value 
of soft skills. Technical excellence is 
important and will give you a strong 
start as a fi nance professional, but 
understanding what motivates others, 
listening to what they say, and bringing 
them on the journey with you are key 
skills for the successful delivery of any 
project or task. It is far easier to achieve 
success when you take the time to really 
understand your team, your customer and 
yourself. These building blocks are just 
as important to project management as 
knowledge of methodologies and subject 
matter expertise. ■

Understanding 
what motivates 

others, listening to 
what they say, and 

bringing them on 
the journey with 
you are key skills 

Snapshot: risk assurance

Risk assurance is fundamentally 
about helping corporates make 
better, more informed decisions 
by assessing, planning for and 
mitigating the risks they face. 

In the 21st century risk is broad 
and varies from one geography to 
another. Risk cycles are also shorter 
in economic and geopolitical terms. 

Regulation can impose a 
compliance risk. Technology, while 
often an enabler, can also introduce 
uncertainty. Drones, for instance, 
represent a risk to the aviation 
sector that is hard to quantify; 
while fi ntech brings competitive 
pressures to fi nancial services – or 
an unfamiliar business model for 
those institutions that invest in it. 

The primary risk assurance 
task for corporates is to ensure 
that their frameworks are suitably 
designed, well implemented and 
effective. Highly regulated sectors 
such as fi nancial services, energy, 
healthcare and life sciences tend 
to be more advanced in their 
understanding, but it can be 
challenging in those boardrooms 
where risk is less well accepted 
and understood. 

Professionals working in 
this area need to be able to 
operate at a very senior level 
and have strong infl uencing 
skills and powers of persuasion. 
They also need experience, a 
forward-looking outlook and solid 
sector knowledge. 

Katie Clinton, partner and UK head 
of internal audit, KPMG
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Keeping it 
in the family
Good tax planning and proper provision for retiring owners are the keys to 
passing a family business on to the next generation intact and able to prosper

The local family business tradition is 
a strong one across Ireland. Yet there 
are often issues that need addressing 
to bridge the gap between the older 
generation’s interpretation of values and 
vision and that of their successors. To 
‘keep it in the family’ in business terms, 
a complex balancing act is required that 
can maximise financial performance 
while maintaining control and assured 
benefits for the next generation.

Some of the best-known names in Irish 
business started out small and private. 
Ryanair was launched by the Ryan family 
of county Tipperary. The largest meat 
processor in Britain and Ireland, ABP 
Food Group, remains in the hands of 
the Goodman family of county Louth. 
And while Ryanair and Smurfit (a global 
packaging firm started by a Dublin 
family of the same name) are now big 
beasts listed on stock markets in Dublin 

and London, 70% of Ireland’s domestic 
economy is generated by family-owned 
companies, mostly small, according to 
the Centre for Family Business, at Dublin 
City University.

For family businesses that remain 
small, life is not always easy, and passing 
on control to younger generations does 
not always happen. ‘The environment 
continues to be tough, with continuing 
pressures on skills, innovation and 
governance in particular for the next 
generations of family business owners,’ 
explains Kieran McCarthy, co-founder 
and director at accounting firm Hughes 
Blake, in Dublin, and author of a book on 
Irish family business, Family Business: A 
Survival Guide.

Only 12% of family firms make it 
to a third generation, and only 1% 
beyond the fifth generation, according 
to research published by the Centre for 

Family Business. ‘In many cases the next 
generation aren’t ready to take over the 
business, and through the recession Irish 
banks wouldn’t finance the sale to the 
next generation,’ says McCarthy. 

He adds: ‘Irish business has come on 
greatly during the last couple of years and 
is a main driving force behind Ireland’s 
recovery. Nevertheless, many small and 
family businesses do not feel they have 
been given the credit or the rewards 
by the government for their efforts in 
keeping their businesses going through 
the recession and ultimately building the 
recovery. Irish governmental policy has 
always claimed to support SMEs. However, 
many business owners are sceptical.’

Whereas the recession that struck in 
2008 squeezed finance, the challenges 
facing the current generation are 
more outward issues than inward 
ones, McCarthy says. ‘There is massive 
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opportunity now to move towards an 
international market with the internet, 
travel, and so on.’

Even though personal tax in Ireland is 
high compared with some neighbouring 
EU states, most family businesses are 
structured as companies, so the generous 
Irish corporate tax rate of 12.5% (in place 
since 2003) applies to trading income, he 
explains. There are further benefits if the 
family business is involved in research and 
development or scientific research.

But while Ireland’s corporation tax 
rate is favourable, taxation on transfers of 
family businesses can be high, coming in 
the form of capital gains tax and capital 
acquisitions tax, both 33%, according to 
Olivia Lynch, partner and head of family 
business practice at KPMG Ireland. She 
points out, though, that retirement relief 
for those aged 55 to 65 and business 
property relief can reduce the tax bill for 
the successor by up to 90%. 

Lynch is also hoping that the Irish 
government adds to an entrepreneur 
tax relief introduced in its last Budget 
(announced in October 2015). This could 
be vital as KPMG has seen a ‘small 
decline’ in the number of Irish family 
businesses passing to the next generation 
in recent years, Lynch says. She attributes 
this decline to businesses struggling to 
adapt to ‘continuing pressure to innovate, 
expand online and into emerging 
markets and to meet modern customer 
demands’. Failure to adapt can result in 
outside management and investment, and 
dilution or even sale of family businesses.

Lynch says that professional advice 
can help family businesses to stay viable 
by optimising cash management. It 
can also improve succession planning 
and help keep track of how changing 
circumstances in family businesses impact 
tax relief eligibility. 

That said, accountancy firms focused 
on family businesses are seeing the 
broader recovery in the Irish economy 
buoying clients. Activity has picked up 
over the past year, with people showing 
more confidence in the economy, 
according to Anne Hogan, associate tax 
director, and Mary McKeogh, tax partner. 
Both work for HLB McKeogh Gallagher 
Ryan, an accountancy firm with offices in 
Dublin and Limerick. ‘Existing businesses 
are beginning to look at expansion, and 
startup companies are also beginning to 
appear again,’ Hogan says.

She sees a need for the government 
to improve access to funding for 

family businesses. ‘Restrictions on the 
availability of credit is the most difficult 
issue facing our clients today,’ she says. 
‘While the government recognises and 
acknowledges this issue, there has been 
little effective action taken to address it.’

What’s more, the impact of the 
recession has meant that many of the 
older generation of family business owners 
‘need to continue working for longer than 
originally intended, or need to retain an 
income post-handover,’ she adds.

Succession planning
Adequate planning is key in transferring 
businesses. Hogan says: ‘Depending 
on the size of the business it can take 
a few years to adequately plan and 
structure a handover, and to ensure the 
next generation are ready and suitably 
positioned to run the business and the 
older generation can afford to step back.’

Accountants can steer family firms 
towards various tax reliefs and exemptions 
to support the transfer of family 
businesses including business relief and 
agricultural property relief. With careful 
tax planning, family businesses can 
be successfully transferred to the next 
generation with minimal tax liabilities for 
all parties, says Aidan Morgan, at Nestor 
& Co, a firm with a large clientele of family 
businesses in the west of Ireland.

Accountants who are advisers to family 
businesses have also been able to steer 
firms towards a new eagerness among 
Irish policymakers to ease burdens on 
the self-employed – the tax classification 
used by many smaller family businesses. 
Morgan sees the Irish government as 
having taken a ‘positive step’ in its last 
Budget (announced in October 2015) by 
introducing an earned income tax credit 
of €550 a year that will apply to most self-
employed individuals.

McKeogh says that professional 
accounting advice can help family 
businesses prosper. ‘As with any business, 
family businesses need to ensure the 
business is in the correct structure and 
to understand the benefits and costs 
associated with each,’ she says, adding 
that clients should not ‘just continue 
with the historic structure as that was 
how it was always done’. Accountants, 
she advises, should ask: ‘Are they sole 
traders, partnerships, single companies or 
operating in a group structure? Are they 
audited or audit-exempt?’

And tax should not be the only, or 
even primary, driver behind succession 
planning. McKeogh says: ‘Our experience 
has taught us that the optimum 
succession plan must ensure security for 
the retirees. Any plan should treat all 
family members fairly while protecting 
the viability of the family business going 
forward, and being tax-efficient.’

Looking ahead, she says: ‘Decide 
who should run the business going 
forward. Assess the individual talents of 
the children. Are they interested in – and 
more importantly, capable of – running the 
business? Advisers need to decide if it’s 
better to look after some children through 
the gift or inheritance of non-business 
assets. Likewise, it needs to be decided if 
parents should remain in the business for 
a handover period. Do they need a salary 
going forward? Are they definitely ready to 
fully step back and put their feet up?’

KPMG advises families to think 
through their approach and the timing 
of business transition well in advance. By 
being prepared, families can ensure they 
understand and, where relevant, qualify 
for all exemptions and reliefs available. 
Lack of timely preparation may cost 
them a considerable sum or even put the 
ongoing ownership of the business at risk.

While it may be more beneficial from a 
tax perspective to transfer the business to 
the family members through inheritance 
rather than during the owner’s lifetime, 
this can lead to the younger generation 
feeling frustrated that they do not ‘own’ 
the business they are working to help 
grow. Balancing the need for the older 
generation to retain ownership while the 
younger generation runs the business may 
require tact and compromise from both 
sides, as well as professional advice that 
is sensitive to the personal as well as the 
financial issues. ■

Mark Godfrey, journalist 

‘Our experience 
has taught us 

that the optimum 
succession plan 

must ensure 
security for 
the retirees’
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Upcoming events
ACCA Ireland runs an exciting programme of events across the country, featuring 
high-profi le speakers and offering network and CPD opportunities

Belfast

Business breakfast
6 October 
Business Leaders’ Forum
7.30-9.00
Martin Spollen, 
Strategic Investment Board
Merchant Hotel, Skipper Street
1.5 CPD units

Cork

PRSI update
5 October 
Munster Members’ Network
18.00-20.00
Brendan Casey
Clarion Hotel, Lapps Quay
Two CPD units

Business breakfast
27 October 
Business Leaders’ Forum
7.30-9.00
Donal Sullivan, vice president 
and general manager, 
Tyco Ireland
Clarion Hotel, Lapps Quay
Two CPD units (see box)

Dublin

Budget briefing
12 October
Leinster Members’ Network
18.15-20.15
Gerry Higgins, Cooney Carey
Hilton Hotel, 
Charlemont Place
Two CPD units

Exceptional leadership 
skills for exceptional 
leaders
12 October
Corporate sector training
09.30-16.30
Margaret Zuppinger, Margaret 
Zuppinger Partnership
Gibson Hotel, Point Village 
Seven CPD units

ACCA new members 
celebration
12 October
ACCA Ireland annual events
18.00-20.30
Hosted by ACCA Ireland 
chairman Etain Doyle
Guest speaker: Microsoft 
EMEA FD Dermot Igoe 

Financial services 
chairman’s breakfast
26 October
Financial Services Network
7.30-9.00
Bernard Byrne, AIB
Gibson Hotel, Point Village
1.5 CPD units

Galway

Budget briefing
12 October
Connaught Members’ Network
18.00-20.00
Representatives from Mazars
Menlo Park Hotel, Headford Rd
Two CPD units 

Limerick

Budgeting and 
alternative sources of 
finance for SMEs
11 October
Munster Members’ Network
18.00-20.00
Tom Murray, Friel Stafford
Clarion Hotel, Steamboat Quay
Two CPD units

Tralee

Budgeting and 
alternative sources of 
finance for SMEs
18 October 
Munster Members’ Network
18.00-20.00
Tom Murray, Friel Stafford
Tralee IT
Two CPD units ■

▲ Rise and shine
The Merchant Hotel will 
host a Business Leaders’ 
Forum breakfast in Belfast

ACCA Business 
Leaders’ Forum, Cork
27 October 
Join us to meet Donal 
Sullivan, vice president 
and general manager 
of Tyco Ireland. Tyco 
is a company with 
more than 57,000 
employees operating 
in over 50 countries 
and with US$10bn in 
annual revenue. 

In January 2014, Tyco 
announced the expansion 
of its global headquarters in 
Cork, with plans to grow the 
workforce to more than 500 employees. The company 
recently relocated its headquarters to One Albert Quay. 

Sullivan began his career as an engineer and has 
extensive experience working with multinational brands, 
including Apple and Flextronics. He has been with Tyco 
for 13 years and currently leads the company’s Global 
Business Services centre. 

Sullivan will explore the following themes:  

* merger with Johnson Controls

* smart building

* global business services.

▲ Going global
Tyco Ireland’s Donal 
Sullivan
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ACCA’s new president
Businessman, whistleblower and advocate for the profession, Brian McEnery FCCA takes 
questions on his career, life as an accountant and what it means to be a Council member

What would you say to 
someone considering 
accountancy as a career?
BM: I’d really want to sit down 
with them and let them know 
how broad and wide the 
profession is – they need to 
understand that. I’d also want 
them to have a desire to do it. 
I’d make it clear to them that 
the role is varied. It’s not all 
about extended trial balances 
and ledgers from morning 
until night!

I’d explain that this 
profession gives you a range 
of areas where you can work. 
When I came into practice 
22 years ago, I went into 
transactions and advisory work 
– I’ve never been in audit. I 
was amazed at the different 
aspects of advisory work, such 
as restructuring businesses, 
insolvency and business 
turnaround. There are a lot of 
opportunities available – from 
the sectors you can work in, to 
the policy and strategy work. 
And, ultimately, the work we 
do is always about people. It’s 
also the people side of things 
that interests me a great deal.

What are the challenges 
you’ve experienced in your 
career to date?
BM: I have a team of about 20 
people in the practice – some 
of them are ACCA members 
too. They are people who can 
find solutions to challenges. I 
think a lot of people who start 
the ACCA Qualification have 
a spark of this ability, but it 
brings it out to the fore. The 
syllabus is very well designed 
to draw out the right qualities, 
especially problem-solving.

After I graduated, I 
didn’t come into practice 
straightaway and worked in a 

travel agency business as its 
financial controller, for about a 
year and a half. I moved jobs, 
realising that being a financial 
controller wasn’t for me. I 
took a pay cut to move into 
public practice.

I very much welcomed 
the challenge to come into 
advisory and practice in 
1995. Then around 1998, we 
received one of the biggest 
corporate restructuring jobs in 
the country. The head of the 
division left, and I was asked to 
take the lead on that job – with 
no background in restructuring 
and insolvency. 

It was a big challenge, and 
I wondered if it was right for 
me, handling businesses that 
are in trouble. I took the role 
on because it was needed. In 
retrospect, I am glad I did that. 
It gave me an opportunity to 
progress, and I enjoyed it. I 
look back with a great sense 
of satisfaction.

Another challenge was 
becoming a partner in BDO 
in early 2002. I knew I had to 
have a specialism and become 
a centre of knowledge in a 
field of my own, and that was 
healthcare. I made the big 
personal commitment and 

investment to ensure I had a 
deep understanding of the 
healthcare sector and I am 
grateful that I now have clients 
around the country. I’m an 
adviser nationally.

I became interested in 
healthcare because, at 17, 
I worked as a care assistant 
in a care home in the West 
Midlands for people with 
advanced dementia. I went 
back for three summers. In 
the second year, I faced a 
big challenge – I blew the 
whistle on wrongdoing. I 
needed to call it out. I am very 
conscious of the risk of being 
a whistleblower – it takes a lot 
to do it.

This experience has stood 
me in good stead. I am now 
the chairman of Ireland’s 
healthcare quality body, the 
Health Information and Quality 
Authority (HIQA). Those 
experiences of working in the 
home in my late teens has 
given me an insight to help me 
be a non-executive director at 
this care commission.

What does being a Council 
member mean to you?
BM: I got involved with ACCA 
soon after graduating – it’s 

been the biggest 
shaper of my 
professional career.
But I still have 
loads to learn.

The day I went 
to the International 
Assembly as a 
member, I was 
very proud and 
delighted to see 
the operations 
of ACCA, how 
the organisation 
worked to support 
members and 

The biggest 
misconception 
about the work 

I do is that 
accountants are 

not strategic

students. I’d been involved 
in ACCA in Ireland and what 
was then the district network 
– Munster and Connaught. I 
was Irish regional president 
in 2009. What I got at that 
level was visibility of skillsets, 
from chairing meetings to 
giving speeches and being an 
advocate for ACCA.

I’ve taken that experience 
into Council. It’s like being 
a non-executive director for 
a multinational. I sit on the 
market oversight committee 
and what I see there are 
the challenges, risks and 
opportunities of operating in 
180 countries.

But it’s an immense 
privilege to be able to do 
this work for ACCA, for 
what is effectively a large, 
multinational operation. I’ve 
been nine years on Council 
where I have learned so much 
– from what good governance 
is to how to improve strategy 
to how to do change 
management, how to work on 
committees on a global basis. 
I’ve learned about strategic 
planning and taken problem-
solving approaches to what 
we face.

I’ve learned to work 
together, to be open minded, 
to be part of a collective – this 
association is after all a big 
collective. Council members 
can’t be egotistic or seek 
personal recognition. We’re 
here as trustees and to use 
our experience for the good 
of ACCA.

The role of a Council 
member is to represent our 
global members throughout 
the world and our students 
too. We have to do the right 
thing and knuckle down to 
it. It’s been a great learning 
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experience, and I’d say to any 
member: stand for election, 
join in if you have the time 
and dedication.

What does being a member 
of a professional body 
mean to you? Why does 
professionalism matter?
BM: We need to understand 
what being a professional 
means. For me, it’s integrity, 
competence, good 
communications skills. It’s 
important that ACCA ensures 
the development of competent 
people. The level and 
relevance of our qualification 
does that. It gives people the 
modern skillsets demanded 
today, plus the relevance. 
Being a member of a 
professional body and being a 
finance professional also means 
being trusted – that our skills 
and knowledge and ethical 
approach all equate to trust.

What are the biggest issues 
facing the profession now, in 
five and in 10 years’ time?
BM: I go back to what I’ve said 
– trust. We need to make sure 
we learn from the mistakes of 

the past, and I’m very mindful 
of that, having been through 
the Irish downturn.

What’s the biggest 
misconception about the work 
that you do?
BM: That accountants are 
not strategic. I want more 
people to know just how 
strategic we are, much more 
than they realise. I look at my 
team and I see how strategic 
they are. They are advisers. 
They are adept at a great 
number of things. The role 
of an accountant or finance 
professional is only limited by 
how far you yourself want to 
take it.

Who has had the greatest 
impact on your career 
development?
BM: I have a mentor. He’s 10 
years older than me and has 
been very helpful to me in my 
career. He’s someone I can 
turn to and ask questions, run 
things past. He’s now a senior 
person in public life. We trust 
each other. He offers good 
advice and good guidance. 
He’s a shrewd individual, a 

leader and decisive. I am 
lucky to have him as someone 
to help.

I also like to offer advice 
and provide judgment. 
Every finance professional 
needs to cherish the fact 
that someone – from an SME 
owner to the CEO of a FTSE 
100 – will put a premium price 
on our judgment.

Why do you continue to be an 
ACCA member?
BM: It’s my passport to success 
and always has been. For 
me to be able to say I am an 
ACCA member makes me 
proud. The day I became an 
ACCA member was one of the 
biggest days of my life.

What’s the most important 
part of your role on Council?
BM: It’s about alignment and 
balance – to ensure that we 
are aligned with the executive 
team, that we co-create 
the best strategy, and drive 
forward with great positivity.

It’s also about creating 
the balance between being 
a representative of the 
membership and being 

a trustee/non-executive. 
It’s important in my role to 
challenge the executive 
team, but always with the aim 
of being on one bus – the 
ACCA bus – and going on the 
same journey.

My role as a Council 
member and as incoming 
president is to believe in the 
executive team. There’s a 
phrase in Irish, mol an óige 
agus tiocfaidh siad, which 
means praise the young and 
they will thrive. Council and 
I should be happy to praise 
and thank our executive team 
in a no-blame culture so that 
we can move forward with 
positivity, like a youngster 
being praised. Being in 
Council is about being a 
partner to the executive 
– to let us all achieve the 
opportunities, face down the 
challenges and be dynamic. ■

▲ Courage enough to 
blow the whistle
As a teenage care assistant 
at a UK care home for 
people with dementia, Brian 
McEnery blew the whistle on 
wrongdoing
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In the public interest
ACCA’s 80-plus global partnerships help build the profession 
and improve financial capability around the world

A vital part of developing 
a global accountancy 
profession is to protect the 
public interest, says ACCA in 
its recent report Developing 
the profession.

ACCA’s network with 
governments, donor agencies 
and other professional bodies, 
helps to enhance trade, 
grow the investment climate, 
promote ethical practices, 
support the development 
and implementation of 
global accounting standards 
and, above all, protect the 
public interest.

Stephen Heathcote, ACCA’s 
executive director, markets, 
explains: ‘ACCA works in 
collaboration with its partners 
to develop a profession that is 
sustainable, delivers concrete 
value for national economies, 
and which complies with 
international standards 
and ethical practices.

‘It’s through these global 
partnerships that ACCA can 
support the development 
of a robust and sustainable 
accountancy profession 
and help ensure there 
is a strong pipeline of 
professionally qualified and 
work-ready accountants.’

ACCA has more than 30 
years’ experience of working 
on donor-funded development 
projects and on self-funded 
initiatives. These include 
strengthening the national 
Professional Accountancy 
Organization of Rwanda, and 
an initiative supported by the 

Inside ACCA
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Help nurture the next 
generation by acting as 
an advocate

British Embassy in Jakarta 
through the South East Asia 
Prosperity Fund programme 
to build the capacity of 
government auditors and 
finance officers in Indonesia to 
implement International Public 
Sector Accounting Standards.

ACCA has also worked 
with the UN Conference on 
Trade and Development 
(UNCTAD) on a number of 
projects including integrating 

environmental, social and 
governance reporting into 
companies, and promoting 
accounting for SMEs.

It has also collaborated 
with national bodies and 
governments in Albania, 
Mauritius, Singapore, UAE and 
Vietnam on a broad range of 
capacity-building projects.

Heathcote concludes: 
‘Capacity-building work 
cannot be done in isolation and 
it’s through our 80-plus global 
relationships that we deliver 
benefits from joint certification 
to capacity development 
tuition support, and many 
other areas of cooperation 
and development.’ ■

About the AGM

A summary of the decisions taken at ACCA’s AGM on 
15 September will be published in the next edition of AB.

ACCA member 
benefits
Employability
Membership improves 
earning power and job 
prospects on a global 
scale.

Influence and 
representation
Members play key 
roles in representing 
and developing the 
profession, backed by 
cutting-edge research.

Knowledge and 
connections
Keep up to date with 
our publications and 
social media feeds. Our 
events let you network 
with a large peer group.

Personal development
CPD, training and career 
progression support.

ACCA Careers
Our careers portal gives 
guidance and lists job 
vacancies worldwide.

Customer care
Fast and efficient 
support around the 
clock, by phone, email 
and webchat.

Go to accaglobal.com/
memberbenefits

For more information:

See the report Developing the profession at  
bit.ly/acca-dev-the-prof 

Find out more about ACCA’s capacity-building work in its 
integrated report at annualreport.accaglobal.com
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